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The lee shores of the North American Great Lakes are subject to hazardous amounts of
snowfall each winter as continental polar air masses are destabilized by the relatively warmer
lakes which manifests as pronounced heat and moisture fluxes and subsequent convection and
snow generation. This phenomenon, known as lake-effect snow (LES), has been studied by the
atmospheric scientific community extensively as the local and mesoscale processes are becoming
better understood through the implementation of in situ research projects and high-resolution
numerical weather prediction models. However, considerably less research effort has inquired on
what large-scale conditions are linked with lake-effect snow. The objective of this dissertation is
to develop a more comprehensive understanding of the synoptic-scale conditions associated with
lake-effect snowstorms and how they differentiate with non-LES winter storms. Chapter 1
provides a brief introduction to LES and reviews the basic dynamics of LES formation in the
form of a comprehensive literature review. Chapter 2 consists of the first synoptic climatologies
of lake-effect snowstorms off Lakes Michigan and Superior through statistical analysis of past
lake-effect cases off those two lakes. Chapter 3 focuses on developing a synoptic climatology of
wintertime cyclonic systems, specifically Alberta Clippers, that traversed the Great Lakes basin

but did not result in lake-effect snow formation. Chapter 4 features the development of an
objective classification model that differentiates between these two winter weather phenomena
by using past LES and non-LES winter storm case repositories to train and test the model. This
research effort will focus on wintertime Alberta Clipper systems and LES off Lakes Erie and
Ontario. Finally, Chapter 5 reviews the primary results from this research and discusses their
significance and implications regarding possible future research.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Lake-Effect Fundamentals
Each winter over the Laurentian Great Lakes basin, narrow, elongated, snowsqualls

(often referred to as ‘snow bands’) generate large, and in severe cases hazardous, amounts of
snow over the lees of the Laurentian Great Lakes. These bands seldom move more than a few
kilometers and can remain nearly stationary over an area for many hours (in extreme cases days).
This ‘lake effect snow’ (LES) contributes to as much as half of annual snowfall for areas
downwind of the Great Lakes (Braham and Dungey 1984; Sousounis 2003). These areas are
evident on an annual snowfall map as strips of land adjacent to the Great Lakes (often referred to
as ‘snowbelts’) and have considerably higher snowfall totals compared to areas located further
inland (Figure 1.1). Typical LES events occur on time scales of a few hours and produce only a
few centimeters of snow. However, in extreme cases, LES events can be multiday with snowfall
rates up to 15 cm per hour and totals over 250 cm (Niziol et al. 1995). Consequently, LES can be
extremely dangerous to local residents and is responsible for many hazards including limited
visibility and blizzard-like conditions. LES can also cause substantial quantities of recreational
and economic damage like power outages and city shutdowns.
One example of an LES event that did copious amounts of damage was an event that
occurred on December 24, 2001- Jan 1, 2002. According to the National Weather Service
(NWS), a blocking pattern located over Greenland trapped a cyclone over the Great Lakes which
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resulted in an extended period of LES over Lake Erie and Lake Ontario. A single intense snow
band developed over Lake Erie that produced snowfall rates up to 10 cm per hour as well as
lightning. Areas near and south of Buffalo recorded over 150 cm of snow over a three-day
period. Activity over Lake Ontario occurred slightly later as the cyclone was initially located too
far west for LES to develop. Similar to the Lake Erie event, a single, intense band developed
across Lake Ontario’s long axis. Areas recorded up to 81 cm of snow within 24 hours and totals
for the event topped out at 304 cm. Lightning and accompanying thunder were also observed
with the Lake Ontario band and snowfall rates ranged from 5-10 cm per hour.
LES has been the focus of many meteorological and climatological studies that date back
more than half a century when Wiggin (1950) first described the atmospheric conditions
conducive to LES formation. LES manifests as narrow convective snow bands that form as the
result of continental polar air masses traversing over relatively warmer water bodies during the
winter season (Wiggin 1950; Holroyd 1971; Braham and Kelly 1982; Niziol 1987; Niziol et al.
1995; Kristovich et al. 2003; Sousounis 2003; Liu and Moore 2004; Markowski and Richardson
2010). Due to their bathymetry and geographical location among other secondary factors (inland
topography, orientation, etc.), LES is most prevalent over the Laurentian Great Lakes though
other regions such as the Great Salt Lake, Georgian Bay, and the Sea of Japan have been known
to produce LES as well (Carpenter 1993; Murakami et al. 1994; Steenburgh et al. 2000; Liu and
Moore 2004; Yamamoto and Hirose 2009; Alcott and Steenburgh 2013; Yeager et al. 2013).
Seasonally, LES occurs during what has been defined as the ‘unstable’ or ‘lake-effect’ season
which refers to the part of the year when lake surface temperatures are higher than the overlying
atmosphere (Sousounis 2003) (Figure 1.2). In late summer/early fall, the lakes begin to become
warmer than the ambient air. This unstable season occurs throughout the winter and it is not until
2

early-mid spring until the ‘stable’ season starts and the lakes return to being colder than the
atmosphere. This seasonal cycle of stability can be attributed to the lakes’ enormous size and
subsequent enormous thermal capacity (Bates et al. 1993; Burnett et al. 2003; Notaro et al. 2013;
Xiao et al. 2018).
Apart from the polar ice caps, the Laurentian Great Lakes are the largest source of
freshwater on the planet and seldom freeze over during the winter. (Kunkel et al. 2002; Hewer
and Gough 2019). Lake Erie is the lone exception as it is more than 75 m shallower than the
average depth of the four other lakes and will usually freeze over by early to mid-January (Great
Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory (GLERL); Wang et al. 2012). The orientation of the
Great Lakes, with the exception of Lake Michigan and to a lesser extent Lake Huron, are also
conducive to LES as they are elongated zonally (Figure 1.1). This east-west orientation often
aligns with the prevailing midlatitude westerlies which equates to more fetch, higher residence
times over the lakes, and allows air parcels to acquire large amounts of heat and moisture as they
travel across the lakes’ long axis. LES events associated with snow bands forming across a lake’s
long axis are often the most severe and produce the highest amounts of snow (Niziol et al. 1995;
Steiger et al. 2013; Mulholland et al. 2017). The geographic location of the Great Lakes also
plays a role as they are situated along a major extratropical cyclone track. These cyclones,
known as ‘Alberta Clippers’, often travel right over the Great Lakes basin and the cold fronts
associated with these cyclones set the stage for LES formation as cold polar air advects over the
relatively warmer lakes (Glickman 2000).
LES occurs on the meso-γ/meso-β scale with snow bands that can extend up to 50 km
wide and 200 km inland (Hill 1971; Niziol et al. 1995). Previous studies have identified various
snow band morphologies that are primarily dependent on the low-level wind profile along with
3

secondary factors such as stability and fetch (Peace and Sykes 1966; Brahm 1983; Niziol et al.
1995; Laird and Kristovich 2004; Veals and Steenburgh 2015). Long-lake-axis-parallel (LLAP)
bands frequently form as a single band that aligns parallel to the prevailing winds and extends
across the lake’s long axis. These bands are associated with the highest snowfall totals and
severest LES events due to the large amount of heat and moisture air parcels acquire as they flow
over the lake. LLAP bands are most frequently observed over Lakes Erie and Ontario due to
their elongated shape and zonal orientation (Steiger et al. 2013). A frequent phenomenon
observed with this band morphology is a low-level convergence zone that forms right along the
lake’s long axis that provides an additional source of lift. This convergence zone is attributed to
land breeze forcing. Air on either side of the lake is much colder than air on the lake during the
winter months. As a result, a meso-low forms in the lake’s center and subsequently, air flows
from both elongated shorelines until they meet to form the convergence zone along the lake’s
long axis (Steenburgh et al. 2000; Lackmann 2011; Steenburgh 2014) (Figure 1.3).
Widespread coverage bands are characterized by horizontal roll convection and are most
frequently observed over Lake Michigan due to its perpendicular alignment with the prevailing
midlatitude westerlies. Widespread coverage events feature multiple snow bands which result in
a larger coverage area compared to LLAP events. However, the shorter residency time over fetch
results in snowfall totals that are much lower and bands that do not extend more than 50 km
inland (Niziol et al. 1995).
Hybrid bands, also known as ‘lake-to-lake’ bands (L2L), are a combination of LLAP and
widespread coverage bands that feature LLAP bands extending from one lake to form
widespread coverage bands on another lake further inland (Liard 1999; Veals and Steenburgh
2015). An example of a L2L event would be the formation of LLAP bands off Lake Huron that
4

extend across Ontario, Canada and redevelop as widespread coverage bands across Lakes Erie
and Ontario (Figure 1.3).
In situations where wind speeds are not fast enough to generate turbulent mixing between
the lake and the atmosphere, land breeze forcing dominates and shoreline parallel bands can
form (Kelly 1986; Hjelmfelt 1990). Shore parallel bands often form when inland temperatures
and wind speeds are very low as is often the case when an anticyclone propagates over the Great
Lakes basin. Low temperatures boost the horizontal temperature gradient between the lake and
surrounding land. This along with weak winds promote land breeze circulations and snow bands
that form over downwind coasts. The degree of baroclinicity is dictated by how much the
continental polar air mass is modified. Additionally, frictional convergence can enhance ascent
as the surface roughness of the surrounding land is higher than that of the lake surface. Snowfall
totals associated with this band morphology are often minimal due to strong mid-level
subsidence and a strong temperature inversion associated with the anticyclone. Both of these
factors result in very shallow planetary boundary layers (PBL), typically 1-2 km, which limit the
depth over which convection can occur.
The least observed band morphology are mesovorticies which form under very similar
atmospheric conditions as shore parallel bands. The primary difference between shore parallel
bands and mesovorticies relates to the physical characteristics of the lake over which they form.
Shore parallel bands form on lakes that feature an elongated shoreline while mesovorticies form
on lakes that have concave shorelines or a ‘bowl-shaped’ structure (Forbes and Merritt 1984;
Laird 1999) (Figure 1.3).

5

1.2

Primary LES Formation Factors
The mesoscale and PBL dynamics of LES are well understood owing to numerous

research studies and field observation projects that span back multiple decades (Peace and Sykes
1966; Dewey 1979; Passarelli, and Brahm 1981; Kelly 1986; Hjelmfelt 1990; Reinking et al.
1993; Ellis and Leathers 1996; Kristovich et al. 2000; Cordeira and Laird 2008; FujisakiManome et al. 2017). Lake-effect convection is driven by instability and massive vertical
sensible and latent heat fluxes. Both these factors are governed by the modification of
continental polar air masses as they flow across the relatively warmer lake surface (Markowski
and Richardson 2010). Numerous studies have found that the air-lake surface temperature is the
key mesoscale element when it comes to LES formation while the height of the capping
inversion (e.g the depth of the PBL) is most important for LES intensity (Dewey 1979; Niziol
1987; Byrd et al. 1991; Reinking et al. 1993; Villani et al. 2017). Holroyd (1971) defined a
minimum 13℃ temperature difference between a lake surface and the 850 mb level, which
roughly translates to the dry adiabatic lapse rate (DALR), to initiate LES convection. This
threshold has been used operationally by weather forecasters for decades dating back to 1979
when Dewey (1979) developed the first operational forecast models for Lakes Erie and Ontario.
It should be noted that this is an arbitrary threshold based on empirical evidence and LES can
occur without meeting this threshold with the assistance of other factors such as quasigeostrophic
(QG) ascent via differential cyclonic vorticity advection (Niziol et al. 1995; Lackmann 2001;
Holton and Hakim 2013). The height of the capping inversion dictates the depth of convection
which governs the amount of snowfall produced. It has been observed that strong vertical
circulations can increase the height of the capping inversion (Niziol et al. 1995). This relates
back to two factors previously mentioned, those being the degree of instability and QG ascent.
6

The larger the temperature difference between the lake surface and the ambient air, the larger the
sensible and latent heat fluxes will be and the stronger the updraft strength will be. Intense LES
events have recorded up to a 22℃ difference between the lake surface and 850 mb level as was
observed in a catastrophic event that struck Buffalo, NY in 2006 that resulted in snowfall totals
up to 60 cm in 17.5 hours and 130 million dollars in property damage (Hamilton et al. 2006).
LES morphology is primarily determined by the prevailing wind profile below the
capping inversion. Clearly, wind direction governs the amount of fetch that air parcels will
traverse. Table 1 from Niziol (1987) illustrates how slight variations in wind direction can affect
the amount of fetch as well as the structure and location of LES band(s) over Lake Erie. Changes
in wind direction as slight as 10° can result in fetch that is 80 km larger. Wind shear in the
boundary layer is also an important factor for LES formation as large amounts of shear (> 30°)
can alter convective organization (i.e snow band type) and in severe cases (> 60°) suppress band
formation altogether (Niziol et al. 1995; Sousounis 2003). The effect of wind speed on LES
circulations has been studied primarily by using various parameters that incorporate wind speed
to diagnose different LES morphologies. Laird et al. (2003) compared the efficacy of identifying
snow band types using the Froude number:

Fr =

U
NH

(1.1)

(where U is wind speed, N is the Brunt–Vaisala frequency, and H is boundary layer depth) and
an alternative form of the Rossby number that simply describes the ratio of mean wind speed to
the maximum fetch:

7

Ro =

U
L

(1.2)

(where L is maximum fetch). The authors found that using Ro was more effective in
differentiating various snow band types compared to Fr suggesting that atmospheric stability is
unconnected to LES morphology. In terms of LES formation, wind speeds 7-15 ms-1 generally
result in the highest snowfall totals as they are not strong enough to suppress convective
organization but not weak enough to suppress turbulent mixing between the lake and atmosphere
(Sousounis 2003).
1.3

Secondary LES Formation Factors
Along with the primary factors already discussed, there are several secondary factors that

can aid LES formation and enhance storm severity. Topography such as complex terrain and
orographic influences can affect and invigorate LES events through enhancement of snowfall
and altering of low-level wind fields (Steenburgh and Onton 2001; Alcott and Steenburgh 2013)
One example of an area affected by orography is the Tug Hill Plateau region located in the lee of
Lake Ontario where elevation increases 500 m over a distance of 40 km. This area is one of the
snowiest areas in North America with some areas receiving over 200 in of snow annually (Veals
and Steenburgh 2015). Minder at al. (2015) used profiling radar data from the Ontario Winter
Lake-effect Systems field campaign to analyze the mechanisms of this orographic influence on
snowfall. An important finding from this study was that orographic influences do not strengthen
convection and deepen the PBL, as many studies revolving around LES have suggested, but
rather initiates new convection inland through uplift, suppresses chances of sublimation, and
augments seeder-feeder processes. Figure 2 from Minder et al. (2015) illustrates the various
mechanisms for enhanced convection and snowfall as the result of orographic forcing. It should
8

be noted that this phenomenon has also been observed on a much smaller scale downstream of
Lake Michigan (Hjelmfelt 1992).
Differential surface roughness between the lake and land downstream can also provide an
additional source of lift via frictional convergence as wind speeds decrease from lake to land
(Lavoie 1972; Steenburgh and Campbell 2017). Ice cover is an important factor as it can
significantly suppress heat and moisture fluxes (Cordeira and Laird 2008; Gerbush et al. 2008).
Though only Lake Erie is known to completely freeze over, ice formation is common during
December and January and maximizes during February to March with some lakes having over
50% ice cover. Lake geometry is also important as studies have shown that concave shorelines
(such as the eastern coast of Lake Michigan) can stimulate thermally induced convergence and
subsequent lift (Atlas et al. 1983; Mazon et al. 2015; Steenburgh and Campbell 2017).
The close proximity of each Great Lake to each other often result in mesoscale processes
and features that interact with one another (Byrd et al. 1995; Sousounis and Mann 2000; Mann et
al. 2002; Hjelmfelt et al. 2004). This interaction primarily manifests as the downwind transport
of modified air masses that have been heated and moistened by an upstream lake and the
production of L2L snow bands, though other processes such as mesoscale circulation extension
and convection-induced gravity waves have also been studied (Yuen and Young 1986; Niziol et
al. 1995; Ballentine et al. 1998; Mann 1999). Additionally, the close proximity of the lakes
results in active lake-effect days to feature LES off multiple lakes opposed to just one (Laird et
al. 2017).
1.4

LES Forecasting
From a forecasting standpoint, LES is infamous in the meteorological community for

being extremely difficult to predict due to its mesoscale nature and sensitivity to the overlying
9

environmental conditions (Niziol et al. 1995; Sousounis 2003; Cordeira and Laird 2008; Saslo
and Greybush 2017). Over recent years, implementation of high resolution numerical weather
prediction (NWP) models has assisted local forecasters by provided higher accuracy simulations
of some of the general characteristics of LES including accurate timing and morphology of
snowbands (Reeves and Dawson 2013; Wright et al. 2013; Conrick et al. 2015; Villani et al.
2017; Wiley and Mercer 2020). However, these simulations are extremely sensitive to model
parameterization selection, initial conditions input into the model, and how the lakes and their
associated characteristics and processes are represented within the model. The coupling of
separate dynamic lake/ocean models to NWP models is an area of ongoing research that has
produced promising results as the accurate representation of lakes is essential to the accurate
simulation of LES processes (Gula and Pelteir 2012; Mallard et al. 2014; Xiao et al. 2016).
These studies have also allowed for a more comprehensive understanding of the mesoscale and
local processes that are important to LES formation
As will be discussed in more detail in Chapters 2 and 3, the synoptic-scale conditions
linked with LES have received considerably less attention due to LES being a mesoscale
phenomenon. Documentation of the common synoptic-scale patterns conducive to LES remains
an area of ongoing research and been exclusively done over Lakes Erie and Ontario (Ellis and
Leathers 1996; Leathers and Suriano 2017; Wiley and Mercer 2020). Knowledge of the largescale precursors to LES events can provide a more comprehensive understanding of LES
processes and aid local forecasters in predicting LES with more accuracy and longer lead times
which can mitigate potential hazards associated with LES such as property damage and blizzard
conditions.

10

The objective of this dissertation is to expand the body of knowledge of the influence of
the synoptic-scale drivers of LES. This research will focus on three research questions:
1.

What synoptic precursors are associated with LES off the western Great Lakes?

2.

Why are certain synoptic environments more conducive to LES than others?

3.

Can these LES and non-LES synoptic environments be distinguished from each
other objectively?

These questions serve as the focal point for each of the three chapters of this dissertation.
In Chapter 2, synoptic climatologies are developed for LES events off Lakes Michigan and
Superior to gain further knowledge on the large-scale precursors linked LES with two lakes that
have received little attention from the research community. Chapter 3 utilizes similar methods to
analyze the synoptic environments associated with wintertime cyclonic systems that do not result
in LES formation. This work acts as a preliminary effort to gain insight into why LES only forms
during certain synoptic setups. Lastly, Chapter 4 links the results in Chapters 2 and 3 by
developing a diagnostic machine learning based classification model trained to differentiate
between LES and non-LES synoptic environments.
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Figure 1.1

North American Great Lakes snowbelt region

Image taken from Department of Geography at Hunter College, City University of New York.

Figure 1.2

Annual cycle of average air and lake temperatures.

Figure comes from Lackman (2011) with the blue line representing Lake Erie temperatures and
the red line representing air temperatures over Buffalo, NY.
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Figure 1.3

Figure 1 from Wiley and Mercer (2020).

Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration’s (NASA) Aqua satellite image depicting LLAP bands (A), widespread
coverage bands (B), (C), and (E), and a mesoscale vortex (D).
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CHAPTER II
SYNOPTIC CLIMATOLOGY OF LAKE-EFFECT SNOW EVENTS OFF THE WESTERN
GREAT LAKES
*This work has already been published in Climate (Wiley and Mercer 2021a)
2.1

Introduction
The essential local and mesoscale ingredients for LES formation are well-known

(described in Chapter 1), but the synoptic-scale conditions conducive to LES remains a topic of
continuing research. Past studies have identified a broad large-scale pattern that, in some form, is
present during most LES events off the Great Lakes. This pattern consists of a mean sea level
pressure (MSLP) structure featuring a cyclone and an anticyclone located east and west of the
Great Lakes Basin respectively (i.e., dipole) and an upper-level low pressure system located
close to the Hudson Bay (Figure 2.1). The evolution of this broad scale pattern is unique as
conditions typically associated with this setup are clear and calm over the Great Lakes Basin.
Initially, a cold front linked with a mid-latitude cyclone (typically an Alberta Clipper (Mercer
and Richman 2007)) travels over the Great Lakes, which results in a decrease in surface air
temperatures and pressure rises. These pressure rises bring in west-northwesterly flow that
support LES formation. Differences in position and strength of this dipole structure are largely
responsible for different snow band morphologies (Ellis and Leathers 1996; Suriano and
Leathers 2017; Wiley and Mercer 2020). Importantly, the ideal setup for maximum LES is
sensitive to the given lake orientation. For example, the synoptic scale environment conducive to
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LES formation off Lake Erie will consist of a dipole structure that is oriented parallel to Lake
Erie such that a cyclone exists northeast of the lake with an anticyclone to the southwest (Wiley
and Mercer 2020). However, the same structure over Lake Michigan would result in a broad
coverage band event which has a larger coverage area but less impactful snowfall amounts due to
less fetch (Niziol et al. 1995). Additionally, cold air advection (CAA) and differential
anticyclonic vorticity advection (DAVA) occur as continental polar air masses (high pressure
systems) travel from the west-southwest into the Great Lakes basin and can suppress LES
convection. Previous research (Sousounis 2003; Campbell et al. 2016) have shown that short
waves within this large-scale flow can overcome these obstacles and enhance LES convection in
some cases.
As LES in the Lake Erie and Ontario region tends to be the most impactful for large
population centers in the United States, LES is often studied off these lakes and many previous
studies have developed synoptic climatologies for the conditions preceding LES in this basin.
Suriano and Leathers (2017) employed statistical analysis techniques such as principal
component analysis (PCA) and average linkage cluster analysis (CA) on observational and
reanalysis data for the cold season (November – March) to establish a synoptic climatology for
these lakes. Wiley and Mercer (2020) updated this climatology by constructing a k-means CA
using a repository of past LES cases over Lakes Erie and Ontario and further linked the synoptic
and mesoscale conditions via numerical simulations. Liu and Moore (2004) constructed a
composite analysis from 29 LES cases over the southern Ontario, Canada region (the area most
impacted from LES off of Lake Huron). They found that an upper-level low pressure system
over the Hudson Bay and associated strong northwesterly flow supported LES in the Lake
Erie/Ontario impact region.
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LES off the western Great Lakes has received considerably less attention from the
research community and differ significantly from the eastern Great Lakes in terms of LES
morphology and impacts due to differences in geographical and physical characteristics. The
southern shore of Lake Superior is among the snowiest regions in the United States, largely a
result of LES. With an average depth of 149 m and a water surface area of 82,097 km2, Lake
Superior seldom has large ice concentrations as annual peak ice cover rarely exceeds 50%
(NOAA 2020). Combined with the lake’s enormous breadth (257 km) and extended periods of
north-northwesterly flow, this creates a conducive environment for broad coverage snow band
formation. Lake Superior is also 563 km long and oriented zonally, which when combined with
westerly flow results in persistent LLAP band formation and substantial annual snowfall over
southern Ontario, Canada.
The other western Great Lake that has been infrequently assessed for LES impacts, Lake
Michigan, differs notably from the other Great Lakes in terms of size, orientation, and depth,
which results in different LES morphologies and impacts. On average, Lake Michigan is 60 m
shallower than Lake Superior, which should result in higher average annual ice cover. However,
Lake Michigan’s orientation and latitude allow warmer air masses to heat the lake during the
winter months, limiting ice growth. Additionally, the meridional orientation has a negative
impact on LES severity owing to the prevailing midlatitude westerly flow over Lake Michigan’s
short axis (190 km), such that LES events off this lake typically have broad coverage and
relatively low snowfall totals. Despite all of these advances, no study has specifically addressed
the precursors to LES in the western Great Lakes region (Lakes Michigan and Superior) even
though the lee of both lakes are subject to extreme snowfall with some areas receiving up to 380
cm annually (Figure 2.2). These lakes have unique geographic attributes which imply unique
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synoptic scale conditions will be necessary for LES off these lakes. In this study, we will use
past LES cases off Lake Michigan and Superior to identify synoptic-scale structures most
conducive for LES in the western Great Lakes. These synoptic patterns will then be linked with
associated mesoscale conditions via numerical weather prediction model simulations (as in
Wiley and Mercer 2020).

Figure 2.1

Typical synoptic scale patterns conducive to LES formation

From Figure 4 of Ellis and Leathers (1996). Left shows sea level pressure (mb) and right shows
850-mb height (m, solid) and 850-mb temperature (℃, dashed).
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Figure 2.2

Average annual snowfall totals for Midwestern states from 1981-2010.

Data comes from the Midwestern Regional Climate Center. Notice the higher-than-average
snowfall totals for areas located off northeast Lake Michigan and southern Lake Superior.
2.2
2.2.1

Data and Methods
Data
The synoptic climatology of western Great Lakes LES events required a case set of LES

events from which composite structures could be derived. Lake Michigan and Lake Superior
LES cases were identified using the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
Storm Event Database (NOAA 2020 database). This archive features a repository of past LES
cases within the U.S territory and includes a general synopsis of each event (including start and
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end times), impact county/zone information, deaths, injuries, property and crop damage
estimates, and snowfall totals recorded from each event. A storm was described in the database
as “lake-effect” based on an official National Weather Service (NWS) directive requiring the
presence of convective snow bands off the lee of a lake and snow accumulations to meet or
exceed locally defined 12 and/or 24-hour warning criteria (15-20 cm within 12 hours and 20-25
cm within 24 hours) (NWS 2020). These data are county-level, so all LES events within the
counties highlighted in Figure 2.3 were included for each lake. Cases that started within six
hours of another case’s end time were eliminated to remove redundancy within the data (roughly
76% of cases for Lake Michigan included these redundancies and 65% of Lake Superior cases).
In total, 106 unique Lake Michigan LES events and 101 Lake Superior events were retained
from 1997-2014.
Once all LES cases for both lakes were identified, a reanalysis dataset that portrays
mesoscale atmospheric characteristics was needed to represent the underlying conditions for all
the LES cases previously identified. The North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) dataset
(Mesinger et al. 2006) was used for this purpose as it covers the full study period (1997 – 2014)
at 3-hour temporal intervals and is provided on a spatially continuous 32-km Lambert Conformal
grid with 30 vertical levels. A subset of the NARR domain, centered on the Great Lakes region,
was retained that comprised 16,232 gridpoints. As LES events seldom span over time scales of
more than two days, 48 hours (17 timesteps) of NARR data was extracted from each case
relative to the end time of each LES event identified by the NOAA Storm Event Database. Like
Wiley and Mercer (2020), conditions at 42 hours (14 NARR timesteps) prior to the end time and
6 hours (two NARR timesteps) after the end time for each LES were extracted. This approach
allowed for investigating the temporal evolution of the LES events as well as their characteristics
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at the time of peak LES activity. Base-state atmospheric surface variables including mean sea
level pressure, 10-m u- and v-wind, and 2-m temperature and specific humidity were extracted
(six total fields) to depict surface conditions for each LES event. Isobaric data (1000 mb, 925
mb, 850 mb, 700 mb, 500 mb, 300 mb, and 250 mb) for base-state variables (including u- and vwind, temperature, geopotential height and specific humidity) were also retained.

Figure 2.3

Counties used to identify LES cases from the NOAA Storm Events Database.

Counties highlighted in blue were used for identifying Lake Michigan cases and the red counties
were used for the Lake Superior cases.
2.2.2

Climatology Development Methods
The primary objective of this work was to develop a synoptic climatology, like Wiley and

Mercer (2020), for the Lake Michigan and Lake Superior basins. As such, the statistical methods
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largely followed those in Wiley and Mercer (2020). Specifically, as the spatial dimension on the
retained NARR data was large, a T-mode unrotated principal component analysis (PCA) was
used to reduce the dimension to a smaller set of principal components (PCs) and describe
relationships among LES cases, which is a primary advantage of T-mode analysis. The 15th
timestep (valid time) was used to construct the PCA for each lake’s dataset to offer an objective
temporal reference frame for comparing variability among the LES cases. Finally, a nonhierarchal k-means cluster analysis (CA) was constructed on the resulting PC loadings (Figure
2.4) for each dataset to group LES cases with similar synoptic structures into a user defined
number of clusters. The optimal number of PCs and clusters to retain were unknown and had to
be selected manually. These values were selected by calculating silhouette coefficients s
(Rousseeuw 1987) for various PC-cluster combinations. The silhouette coefficient represents
how accurately members (LES cases) of a cluster are grouped relative to their respective cluster
by analyzing separation and cohesion, where separation characterizes the closest distance
between two members of different clusters and cohesion is computed as the average distance of
all members within a cluster to the cluster’s center. Ideal CAs minimize separation and maximize
cohesion to obtain clearly distinguished clusters. The configuration with the highest average
silhouette coefficient 𝑠 and the lowest frequency of negative silhouette coefficients (which are
misclustered cases) was used for the CA. All possible permutations of 2-10 PCs and 2-10
clusters were tested (81 total). These tests revealed that the optimal configuration for Lake
Michigan featured two PCs (19.68% of variance explained) and four clusters (𝑠 = 0.37 with 0
misclustered cases), while for Lake Superior, two PCs (21.51% of variance explained) with three
clusters was the best configuration (𝑠 = 0.40 with 0 misclustered cases) (Tables 2.1 and 2.2).
Bootstrap resampled 95% confidence intervals on 𝑠 revealed that these PC-cluster configurations
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were significantly higher than other possible combinations for both lakes, supporting our
selection.
For Lake Michigan, LES cases were relatively evenly distributed among the different
cases (Figure 2.4 - N1 = 32, N2 = 24, N3 = 25, N4 = 25). Lake Superior cases were less evenly
distributed (N1 = 43, N2 = 27, N3 = 31), suggesting one spatial pattern was the predominant
synoptic-scale LES mechanism. When assessing the temporal structure of the case distribution
for each lake (Figure 2.5), no major patterns were observed as almost all LES events occurred in
the December-February timeframe. Only one cluster for each lake had a slightly greater temporal
spread in their case sets: Cluster 3 from Lake Michigan (cases spread from November-April) and
Cluster 2 from Lake Superior (cases spread from October-April). These resulting clusters were
used to construct composite maps of all NARR fields by averaging all base-state fields for all
member cases in each cluster. Each resulting composite portrays a synoptic setup conducive to
LES off each lake. Finally, snowfall information from NOAA (2020) was included from each
cluster and 95% bootstrap confidence intervals were constructed from these snowfall data to
assess differences in LES impacts.
Table 2.1

Variance explained for each of the PCs 2 through 6 and silhouette coefficients
while using four clusters for Lake Michigan.

Individual Variance
Explained
Cumulative Variance
Explained
Silhouette Coefficient
Using Four Clusters

PC 2

PC 3

PC 4

PC 5

PC 6

9.17%

7.69%

5.91%

4.95%

4.59%

19.68%

27.37%

33.28%

38.23%

42.82%

0.37

0.30

0.24

0.20

0.16
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Table 2.2

Variance explained for each of the PCs 2 through 6 and silhouette coefficients
while using four clusters for Lake Superior.

Individual Variance
Explained
Cumulative Variance
Explained
Silhouette Coefficient
Using Three Clusters

Figure 2.4

PC 2

PC 3

PC 4

PC 5

PC 6

8.79%

7.61%

5.34%

4.99%

4.25%

21.51%

29.12%

34.46%

39.45% 43.70%

0.40

0.26

0.22

0.20

0.16

Scatterplot of the first two PC loading vectors.

Lake Michigan loading vectors are plotted on left graph and Lake Superior loading vectors are
plotted on right graph.
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Figure 2.5

Seasonal distribution of LES cases among different clusters.

Lake Michigan clusters are plotted on top graph and Lake Superior clusters are plotted on bottom
graph.
2.2.3

Numerical Simulation
The 32-km grid spacing within the NARR renders mesoscale features like low-level

convective clouds, coastline location, etc., challenging to simulate. However, numerical weather
prediction (NWP) models can simulate these mesoscale processes within a larger synoptic-scale
setup, offering finer grid spacing and more detail into the physical processes comprising the
mesoscale environment. We utilized the Advanced Weather Research and Forecast Model
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(WRF-ARW) version 4.0 (Skamarock et al. 2019), a non-hydrostatic mesoscale NWP model, to
portray the mesoscale environments of each of the synoptic setups by selecting one LES case
from each cluster to initialize the model. The selected cases (Tables 2.3 and 2.4) were identified
as the case with the maximum s within each cluster (not shown). Though differences between the
numerical projections were starker than the synoptic composites as only one case was simulated
per cluster, each case most strongly matched the associated composite among all meteorological
fields.
Each simulation featured two domains (one parent and one nested) at 12 and 4 km
resolution, respectively, and was run over the same 48-hour period as the case selected (Figure
2.6). The parent domain captured the synoptic setup for the selected case while the nested
domains provided higher resolution depictions of the mesoscale environments in which LES is
occurring. The model parameterizations selected (Table 2.5) were based off past studies that
have been able to accurately project LES using WRF-ARW (Shi et al. 2010; Wright et al. 2013;
Mallard et al. 2014; Wiley and Mercer 2020). Note that no convective scheme was used for the
nested 4-km domain so that the model explicitly resolved convection. Additionally, lake surface
temperatures (LSTs) were manually altered in each simulation to match observations recorded
from the Great Lakes Surface Environmental Analysis (GLSEA) to ensure accurate depiction of
vertical heat fluxes off the lakes. GLSEA is a product from NOAA (2020) that features NOAA
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) derived lake surface water temperature
composited with ice concentration data from the National Ice Center (NIC). The GLSEA has
been used frequently in past LES research to initialize WRF (Cordeira and Laird 2008;
Trumpickas et al. 2008; Xiao et al. 2016; Fujisaki-Manome et al. 2017). Finally, each of the
simulations were visually compared with Next Generation Weather Radar (NEXRAD) data from
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three different radar stations located in the western Great Lakes Basin to determine if the WRFARW properly characterized the LES character of each event (i.e., snow band morphologies).
This analysis (not shown) revealed that WRF-ARW successfully captured the general
characteristics (snow band type, location, etc.) of each LES test case. These simulations, in
conjunction with the synoptic composite fields described above, provided a robust
characterization of the LES environment for each lake basin.
Table 2.3

Test cases used for WRF-ARW simulations for Lake Michigan.

Event Start
Event End
Duration
Silhouette Coefficient
Highest Snowfall
Total Recorded (in.)
WRF-ARW
Simulation Duration

Table 2.4

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Cluster 4

2014-01-02
6:30 CST
2014-01-03
0:00 CST
17.5 h
0.62

2008-01-24
0:00 EST
2008-01-24
15:00 EST
15 h
0.58

1997-11-15
18:00 EST
1997-11-16
10:00 EST
16 h
0.59

2008-02-27
17:00 EST
2008-02-28
18:00 EST
25 h
0.63

13.7

8.6

18

9

48 h

48 h

48 h

48 h

Test cases used for WRF-ARW simulations for Lake Superior.

Event Start
Event End
Duration
Silhouette Coefficient
Highest Snowfall Total
Recorded (in.)
WRF-ARW Simulation
Duration

Cluster 1
2005-12-10 20:00
EST
2005-12-11 18:00
EST
22 h
0.59

Cluster 2
2005-12-30 10:00
EST
2005-12-31 7:00
EST
21 h
0.64

Cluster 3
2008-01-21 15:00
CST
2008-01-23 0:00
CST
33 h
0.61

11

12

12

48 h

48 h

48 h
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Table 2.5

WRF-ARW parameterizations used for this study.

Parameterization
Scheme/Model
Microphysics
Goddard microphysics scheme (Tao et al. 1993)
Planetary Boundary Layer
Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (Mellor and Yamada 1982)
Land Surface Model
Noah Land Surface Model (Ek et al. 2003)
Shortwave Radiation Physics Dudhia shortwave scheme (Dudhia 1989)
Longwave Radiation Physics Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (Mlawer et al. 1997)
Cumulus Scheme
Kain-Fritsch* (Kain and Fritsch 1993)
Surface Layer Physics
Eta similarity (Janjic 1996)
Parameters used in this study parallel parameterizations used by Wiley and Mercer (2020). *No
cumulus scheme was used for the 4 km nested domain.

Figure 2.6

Domain configuration for the WRF-ARW simulations.

Spatial resolutions for the parent domain and the nested domain (d02) were 12 and 4 km,
respectively.
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2.3
2.3.1

Results
Lake Michigan

2.3.1.1

Synoptic Composites
The Lake Michigan Cluster 1 composites revealed a broad neutral 500 mb trough over

the western Great Lakes Basin that remained stationary the first 18 hours (not shown) with a
closed circulation present near the Hudson Bay (Figure 2.7a). This upper-level low pressure
structure was identified previously as being linked with LES across the Great Lakes (Ellis and
Leathers 1996; Wiley and Mercer 2020). A surface cyclone was also evident over Lake Huron
initially, though this circulation became dissipated within the first 12 hours of the analysis time
(not shown). Instead, the upper-level trough deepened over the next 24 hours, attaining a positive
tilt that shifted towards a neutral tilt with associated differential cyclonic vorticity advection
(DCVA) (an important large-scale forcing mechanism for severe LES events (Notaro et al.
2013). A ridge built in behind the trough over the central U.S. and the associated DAVA helped
establish a strong surface anticyclone that created the dipole structure needed for the LES. The
resulting pressure gradient between these two pressure systems intensified as the anticyclone
propagated toward the Great Lakes, ultimately leading to faster winds (5 m s-1 increase) over the
lakes. This evolution eventually helped establish moderate wind speeds (5-10 m s-1) with a
northwesterly direction that helped support enhanced LES due to moisture plume transport off
Lake Superior and a reinvigoration of snow plumes over Lake Michigan (Rose 2000; Rodriguez
et al. 2007).
The Cluster 2 composite initially (t=0h) revealed a neutrally tilted 500 mb trough over the
central Great Lakes along with a ridge located in proximity to the western U.S. coast (Figure
2.7c). This trough-ridge pattern resulted in a surface cyclone present over the New England coast
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and a broad area of high pressure over the Rocky Mountains into the northern Great Plains. The
500 mb trough deepened after this initial time while maintaining its neutral tilt, such that the
associated surface cyclone strengthened as well. DAVA occurred concurrently over the western
Great Lakes as the ridge propagated toward the region, which helped develop a surface
anticyclone like in Cluster 1’s composite. These pressure systems combined to produce a flow
pattern that matched Cluster 1 closely, though it did result in a more northerly component to the
flow pattern and slightly faster wind speeds (4-5 m s-1 faster).
The upper-level flow patterns seen in Cluster 3 closely match those seen in both Clusters
1 and 2. Initially (t=0h), a large-scale upper-level low pressure system was observed southwest
of Hudson Bay that intensified and propagated eastward throughout the analysis period (Figure
2.7e). The associated trough maintained a neutral tilt with a slight shift towards a negative tilt
near the end of the composite LES event. Congruently, a 500 mb ridge propagated into the
western Great Lakes region, with the associated DAVA developing a weak surface anticyclone
(central pressure = 1022 mb). The anticyclone propagated in from the central U.S.-Canadian
border southeastward towards Minnesota. Finally, the upper-level low pressure system helped
develop a weak surface cyclone that remained nearly stationary over New England. Ultimately,
this weaker dipole resulted in lower magnitude pressure gradients and slower wind speeds over
the lake (0-5 m s-1), though the surface pressure field’s orientation closely matched Cluster 1.
Cluster 4 upper-level fields (Figures 2.7g and 2.7h) revealed a broad and shallower lowpressure system (higher geopotential heights) with an associated positively tilted 500 mb trough
west of the Great Lakes basin. This system helped maintain a closed low-pressure circulation
over eastern Lake Superior at the initial time (t = 0h) that propagated slightly eastward towards
Lake Huron while only slightly deepening. Interestingly, this circulation dissipated by 36-hours
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into the analysis period (not shown), instead being embedded into the large-scale flow. Unlike
the other clusters, an initially evident closed area of high pressure over the southeastern U.S.
(central pressure of 1022 mb) was observed at t = 0h that eventually was embedded within a
larger high-pressure system over the western U.S. This larger system propagated rapidly towards
the central U.S. while slightly strengthening (+2 mb). The resulting orientation of the dipole
structure led to a unique LES wind field, namely westerly flow for a majority of the composite
timesteps with only a slight northwesterly shift in the last 6 hours of the analysis. The general
lack and eastward displacement of a weak surface cyclone suppressed the pressure gradient
across the Lake Michigan region, resulting in flow of roughly 5 m s-1 through the analysis period.
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Figure 2.7

500 mb geopotential heights and mean sea-level pressure (MSLP) composites for
Lake Michigan

500 mb geopotential heights (m) are contoured at 60 m and MSLP is shaded at 2 mb intervals at
t=0h for Cluster 1 (a), Cluster 2 (c), Cluster 3 (e), and Cluster 4 (g) and t=42h for Cluster 1 (b),
Cluster 2 (d), Cluster 3 (f), and Cluster 4 (h).
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2.3.1.2

Mesoscale Analysis
Simulations from the Cluster 1 and 2 test cases (Table 2.3) showed a convectively

unstable environment over northeast Lake Michigan (Figure 2.8b and 2.8d). For Cluster 1,
surface CAPE values peaked at 200 J kg-1 six hours after initialization with lapse rates up to
14°C km-1. The northwesterly flow over the lake resulted in three small cells located in the lee of
the northeast Lake Michigan coast as evidenced by simulated composite reflectivity. However,
the low water surface temperatures (3°C) combined with slow winds (0-5 m s-1) resulted in
suppressed enthalpy (combined sensible and latent heat) fluxes (300-350 W m-2) and minimal
precipitation production (Figure 2.8a). More convective activity was observed with Cluster 2 as
three prominent broad coverage bands formed in southern Lake Michigan. Enthalpy fluxes
ranged from 350-400 W m-2 during convective activity and PBL heights peaked at 1.2 km
(Figure 2.8c).
The mesoscale environment for Cluster 3 was most thermodynamically conducive of all
the WRF-ARW simulations for Lake Michigan that featured the highest LSTs (8°C), highest
enthalpy fluxes (500 W m-2), and unstable lapse rates (10-12°C km-1). In addition to an unstable
PBL, the wind profile was also conducive to LES as north-northwesterly winds were present
across the lake during peak convective activity allowing for long residence times for air parcels
traveling over the lake to acquire heat and moisture from the lake surface (Figure 2.8e). This
resulted in a pronounced northwest-southeast oriented LLAP snow band that was the most
distinct of all cluster simulations considered.
The Cluster 4 simulation was the least favorable for LES development as extremely low
water surface temperatures (0.8°C), the lowest lapse rates (7-8°C km-1), and a shallow PBL (1
km) were observed. This resulted in the lowest enthalpy fluxes (200-250 W m-2) and the lowest
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surface CAPE values (10-15 J kg-1) of all the clusters (Figure 2.8g). These weak mesoscale
thermodynamics resulted in only light LES produced collocated where the CAPE and energy
fluxes maximized (along the central axis of Lake Michigan). The sole LES conducive
characteristic to Cluster 4 was the northerly wind regime (5-10 m s-1) which led to a LLAP band
though it was extremely weak compared to the LLAP produced in Cluster 3.
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Figure 2.8

WRF-ARW simulated enthalpy flux (W m-2), 10-m surface winds (m s-1), surface850 lapse rate (°C km-1), and 925 mb winds (m s-1) for Lake Michigan.

Simulated fields shown during peak LES activity. Enthalpy flux (W m-2)/10-m surface winds (m
s-1) are plotted for Cluster 1 (a), Cluster 2 (c), Cluster 3 (e), and Cluster 4 (g); Surface-850 lapse
rate (°C km-1)/925 mb winds (m s-1) are plotted for Cluster 1 (b), Cluster 2 (d), Cluster 3 (f), and
Cluster 4 (h). Full barbs represent 10 m s-1.
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2.3.1.3

Meteorological Differences Among Composites
When assessing the primary differences among the Lake Michigan composites, several

key outcomes were revealed. To quantify these differences, average Pearson correlations for all
possible pairwise combinations of clusters (e.g., cluster 1 and 2, cluster 1 and 3, etc.) for each
considered composite field (MSLP, 500 mb height, 850 mb height, and 2-m temperature) were
computed at all 17 analysis times. These results (Figure 2.9) quantified the degree of global
similarities in time for each of the presented fields. In general, the results for Lake Michigan
showed two primary spatial structures from within the larger group of 4 clusters, as the average
correlation between Clusters 1 and 4 (r = 0.82) and Clusters 2 and 3 (r = 0.94) were maximized
with these pairs. We discuss differences among these paired patterns below.
The primary distinguishing factor between these pairs of clusters (Clusters 1 and 4 versus
Clusters 2 and 3) was the upper-level support, as the trough presented in Clusters 1 and 4
allowed for initial DCVA and QG uplift to occur over Lake Michigan. This additional synoptic
scale forcing enhanced LES convection in these composites. Clusters 1 and 4 also both featured
closed surface low-pressure systems originating over the Great Lakes Basin that dissipated over
time, as well as surface anticyclones propagating from Alberta/Saskatchewan, Canada towards
the central Great Plains. Subtle differences were observed between Clusters 1 and 4 as well,
primarily in the strength and position of the surface anticyclone. Cluster 1’s anticyclone was
positioned further south and was slightly stronger (2 mb higher central pressure) than Cluster 4,
which produced a more northwesterly flow and faster winds across the lake for Cluster 1. These
impacts resulted in more conducive thermodynamic ingredients for LES in Cluster 1, as
described previously.
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Clusters 2 and 3 contrasted the other primary pattern described above as they both
featured a stationary surface cyclone along the Atlantic Coast near Maine that strengthened
throughout the analysis period. This strengthening was triggered by an evolving upper-level
trough and associated upper-level QG dynamic support. Clusters 2 and 3 also showed
anticyclogenesis west of the study domain that helped establish the surface dipole structure.
Some differences existed in Clusters 2 and 3 though (like Clusters 1 and 4) that were primarily
related to the location and strength of the surface anticyclone. Specifically, the anticyclone in
Cluster 2 was much stronger (8 mb higher central pressure) than for Cluster 3 and was displaced
farther south. It was also coupled with a slightly stronger (2 mb) surface cyclone east of the study
region that led to stronger north-northwesterly surface flow. The more northerly shift in this
pattern resulted in longer fetch and greater air parcel destabilization relative to Cluster 3’s
environment. Other minor differences were observed as well, as the geopotential wavetrain was
more amplified in Cluster 2’s composite and the cyclone deepening rate was faster in Cluster 2
as well (6 mb versus 2 mb over the study period). Thus, while similar, some subtle differences
helped isolate the unique structures within Clusters 2 and 3.
While two primary synoptic-scale structures resulted from the correlation-based analysis,
the mesoscale conditions among the four clusters were more distinct. As stated previously,
Cluster 3’s mesoscale thermodynamics were most conducive for LES, a result attributed to the
timing of the LES event for Cluster 3’s simulations (November) and the associated higher LSTs
over Lake Michigan early in the active LES period (NOAA 2020). In context of the synoptic
setup, pure northerly winds were observed for the Cluster 3 simulation as well which led to long
amounts of fetch for air parcels to destabilize. However, Clusters 1 and 4 also featured northerly
winds but did not possess pronounced air mass destabilization as evidenced by lower lapse rates
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(2-5°C km-1 lower), a shallower boundary layer (800 m difference), and suppressed convection,
likely a result of lower lake temperatures and subsequently lower energy fluxes. These results
show the importance of the synoptic scale in establishing basic structures but that the mesoscale
environment is most important for final LES development. Importantly, snowfall observations
recorded from NOAA (2020) revealed no significant difference (p ≤ 0.05) between the different
clusters such that the dynamic considerations provided herein made statistically non-significant
differences in the final LES impacts. This is expected since the database considered herein was
derived from only strong LES events as defined by the NWS directive described previously.

Figure 2.9

Average Pearson correlation coefficients between each listed spatial field for all
four Lake Michigan clusters.
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2.3.2
2.3.2.1

Lake Superior
Synoptic Composites
The Lake Superior Cluster 1 composite (Figure 2.10a) initially showed a broad

upper-level low pressure anomaly with primarily zonal flow over the Great Lakes Basin coupled
with an amplified ridge over the western U.S. This pattern produced a low surface pressure
anomaly over Lake Huron and anticyclogenesis over the Rocky Mountains that triggered a
generally weak, zonal pressure gradient across the Great Lakes. Over time this upper-level
trough deepened and attained a positive tilt, producing DCVA with cyclogenesis over Lakes
Huron and Ontario. A ridge west of the area produced DAVA over the western Great Lakes
(including Lake Superior) also produced surface anticyclogenesis that propagated eastward over
time (Figure 2.10b). As the upper-level pattern propagated eastward, the surface dipole pattern
attained an optimal LES position by the end of the analysis period, evidenced by northerly winds
across Lake Superior.
The Cluster 2 composite initially showed a neutral phase 500 mb trough centered south of
the Hudson Bay that strengthened over the analysis period and ultimately attained a negative
phase east of the study region (Figure 2.10c). The associated DCVA from this trough provided
additional cyclone strengthening along the Northeast U.S. coast. Additionally, like Cluster 1,
high surface pressure was present over the western U.S. and into Alberta and Saskatchewan due
to a 500-mb height maximum over the Great Basin. This 500-mb ridge and its associated DAVA
anticyclone strengthening (4 mb increase in central pressure) and subsidence over Lakes
Superior and Michigan which is an unfavorable environment for LES. However, the associated
surface pressure dipole structure created a wind field like Cluster 1’s pattern with northnorthwesterly winds over the western half of Lake Superior and northerly winds over the eastern
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half. The resulting fetch was sufficient to overcome prohibitive synoptic scale forcing and result
in a Lake Superior LES event (Figure 2.10d).
For Cluster 3, the initial (t = 0h) upper-level pattern was primarily zonal with no Rossby
wave features evident in the Great Lakes region and a very weak height trough in the western
U.S. Some evidence of 500-mb ridging was also present over the eastern Pacific which resulted
in a surface high pressure system west of the Rocky Mountains (Figure 2.10e). After 24-hours of
the analysis period this wave couplet began to amplify, eventually triggering a deeper trough
with cyclogenesis over Lake Superior (not shown). This amplification also triggered DAVA over
the central U.S. later in the study period, resulting in surface anticyclogenesis over the Plains and
eventually a strong (1028 mb) high pressure region over the central U.S. The resulting surface
pressure dipole produced a wind field that was directionally distinct from Clusters 1 and 2,
beginning with a northerly orientation that shifted west-northwesterly at the LES event peak
time. This wind regime has been linked with LLAP bands that form via long fetch and rigorous
convection, ultimately producing large amounts of snowfall impacting the Keweenaw Peninsula
and Isle Royale Island, MI, and southern Ontario, Canada.
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Figure 2.10

500 mb geopotential heights and mean sea-level pressure (MSLP) composites for
Lake Superior.

500 mb geopotential heights (m) are contoured at 60 m and MSLP is shaded at 2 mb intervals at
t=0h for Cluster 1 (a), Cluster 2 (c), Cluster 3 (e), and Cluster 4 (g) and t=42h for Cluster 1 (b),
Cluster 2 (d), Cluster 3 (f), and Cluster 4 (h).
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2.3.2.2

Mesoscale Analysis
Each of the three test cases for the Lake Superior clusters revealed unique mesoscale

environments that impacted different areas and exhibited unique PBL thermodynamic and
momentum profiles, as well as overall conduciveness for LES. A cursory view of the
thermodynamic profiles for Cluster 1 revealed a relatively unstable PBL with low-level lapse
rates near 10°C km-1, high surface CAPE values (55-60 J kg-1) and a deep PBL (1600 m) (Figure
2.11b). Convective activity manifested as multiple broad coverage snow bands with the most
prominent band extending over the south central Lake Superior shoreline. This snow band
morphology was attributed to the northerly flow regime as air parcels flowed across Lake
Superior’s short axis which resulted in prominent horizontal roll convection. The instability of
the environment combined with moderate air flow over the lake resulted in high enthalpy fluxes
(1400 W m-2) and enhanced air mass modification.
Lake Superior’s Cluster 2 simulation showed little convective activity, ultimately
revealing the least conducive LES environment of the three Lake Superior clusters. This was
evidenced by the weaker thermodynamic characteristics, specifically with low enthalpy fluxes
(500 W m-2) and weaker than dry-adiabatic lapse rates (8-9°C km-1 – Figure 2.11d). The
north/northeasterly flow regime (5-10 m s-1) and low surface CAPE (35-40 J kg-1) also
suppressed convective activity as air parcels did not acquire significant amounts of heat and
moisture from the lake surface, ultimately inhibiting snow band formation.
Cluster 3’s mesoscale environment appeared most favorable for LES, and the simulation
produced a pronounced LLAP band that originated over central Lake Superior (not shown).
Cluster 3’s boundary layer profiles were supportive of strong LES convection as environmental
lapse rates were superadiabatic (10-12°C km-1) with enthalpy fluxes reaching 600 W m-2 and
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strong westerly winds (10-15 m s-1) throughout the duration of the simulation (Figures 2.11e and
2.11f). Cluster 3’s simulation also revealed a unique low-level convergence zone over the central
lake axis where the LLAP snow band originated. This feature has been previously identified with
LLAP snow bands over the eastern Great Lakes and can aid LES formation via additional rising
air (Niziol et al. 1995; Minder at al. 2020). This convergence zone coupled with the strong
environmental lapse rates were the primary reasons why this environment was deemed more
conducive for LES.
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Figure 2.11

WRF-ARW simulated enthalpy flux (W m-2), 10-m surface winds (m s-1), surface850 lapse rate (°C km-1), and 925 mb winds (m s-1) for Lake Superior.

Simulated fields shown during peak LES activity. Enthalpy flux (W m-2)/10-m surface winds (m
s-1) are plotted for Cluster 1 (a), Cluster 2 (c), and Cluster 3 (e); Surface-850 lapse rate (°C km1
)/925 mb winds (m s-1) are plotted for Cluster 1 (b), Cluster 2 (d), and Cluster 3 (f). Full barbs
represent 10 m s-1.
2.3.2.3

Meteorological Differences Among Composites
After the same average correlation analysis done for Lake Michigan was conducted on

the Lake Superior composites, the results once again revealed that surface patterns were the
primary differences among the clusters (Figure 2.12). This was most apparent in the MSLP fields
as the average correlations decreased dramatically over time with the MSLP (0.83 at t=0 hr
versus 0.64 at t=48 hr). The structure of the surface pressure dipole, upper-level fields, and
surface wind fields were most similar between Clusters 1 and 2 (r = 0.77), as both had a zonally
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oriented surface pressure gradient across Lake Superior that resulted in primarily northerly
winds. The main differences in these clusters’ surface characteristics were the position and
strength of the surface anticyclone, as Cluster 1’s anticyclone was stronger (4 mb) than Cluster
2’s, resulting in faster flow across the lake in Cluster 1’s environment. Additionally, small shifts
in the positioning of the cyclones and anticyclones for Clusters 1 and 2 produced a northerly
flow on the western half of Lake Superior for Cluster 1 but a pure north-northwesterly flow
across the entire lake for Cluster 2. North-northwesterly flow was also seen on the eastern half of
Lake Superior in Cluster 1, resulting in a surface convergent boundary which acted as an
additional lifting mechanism not seen in Cluster 2. The upper-level features were also slightly
displaced farther west in Cluster 1 relative to cluster 2, which led to the differences in surface
patterns discussed above.
Cluster 3’s pattern was very distinct among the 3 clusters as evidenced by its low average
correlation with the other patterns (r = 0.68). The most notable differences were the westerly
near-surface wind field, which was a consequence of the dramatic modification of the dipole
structure for Cluster 3 (Figure 2.10d). Specifically, this composite revealed a broad area of lowpressure centered northeast of New Brunswick, Canada that strengthened and remained quasistationary throughout the duration of the analysis period. This strengthening increased cyclonic
flow while a strong (1028 mb) surface anticyclone propagated into the central U.S., resulting in a
meridional pressure gradient not seen in Clusters 1 and 2. This modified pressure gradient
produced the more westerly flow over the lake that produced the LLAP LES morphology as air
parcels were able to travel the entire length of Lake Superior. For this cluster, air mass
destabilization and snowfall production were maximized as parcels had maximum residence time
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over the lake, and the LES impacts were most pronounced over the southern Ontario, Canada
region.
The distinctions among each cluster’s synoptic characteristics had major impacts on the
resulting mesoscale environments for Lake Superior LES. Clusters 1 and 2 featured light to
moderate precipitation over the southern Lake Superior shores (as expected with the northnorthwesterly flows seen in those clusters) while Cluster 3’s simulation featured a strong LLAP
band over the eastern half of Lake Superior parallel to the lake’s central axis. The long residence
times of the parcels over the lake was the primary reason for these major differences as parcels
were able to attain additional energy as they traversed the lake from west to east. This result
supports those for Lake Michigan that the mesoscale conditions ultimately drive the final LES
evolution even though the synoptic precursors can offer some differences into the environments
characterizing LES.
Interestingly, the median snowfall totals, as recorded by the storm database for each of
the three clusters, were roughly equal 30 cm (and the differences were not significant at p =
0.05), which suggests the overall impacts from these different setups were roughly similar.
However, this is more than likely an artifact of how the storm database records snowfall
observations. Areas most impacted by LLAP LES events off Lake Superior are located in
southern Ontario, Canada and the storm database only records snowfall that occurs in the U.S.
LLAP Lake Superior events most likely result in snowfall that far exceeds that of broad coverage
events but because of where the snowfall occurred, the records from the storm database do not
exhibit this pattern.
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Figure 2.12
2.4

Average Pearson correlation coefficients between each listed spatial field for all
three Lake Superior clusters.

Conclusions
The objective of this research was to develop a synoptic climatology that characterizes

conditions favorable for LES development over Lakes Michigan and Superior and to link those
synoptic conditions with their associated mesoscale environments. All composites revealed a
common dipole structure that has been previously seen in Great Lakes LES studies (Ellis and
Leathers 1996; Suriano and Leathers 2017; Wiley and Mercer 2020), though minor discrepancies
in the formation, strength, and position of the dipole led to some composites being more
conducive for LES over others.
For Lake Michigan, four composites were developed that generally featured two
synoptic-scale patterns:
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1.

An upper-level trough-ridge pattern centered across the Great Lakes region with
an associated surface dipole structure from a mid-latitude cyclone off the New
England coast and an anticyclone over the Great Plains (Clusters 1 and 4). This
pattern was enhanced by DCVA from the mid-level trough west of the study
region. The predominant flow regime in this pattern was westerly across Lake
Michigan.

2.

A static low-pressure system in the northeastern Atlantic that strengthens via
DCVA from an upper level synoptic-scale trough and an associated anticyclone
that propagates across the Midwest (Clusters 2 and 3). Synoptic-scale forcing
mechanisms were minimal with this composite, and the predominant flow regime
was northwesterly, contrasting the results of the first synoptic-scale pattern.

Previous studies have shown that upper-level support plays a minor role in LES
formation relative to the surface wind field, which is more responsible for fetch and snow band
morphology (Metz et al. 2019; Wiley and Mercer 2020). As such, the second Lake Michigan
synoptic structure appeared more conducive to LES formation, a result supported by the higher
average snowfall rates for cases in these clusters (32.92 cm versus 31.55 cm). Additionally, the
mesoscale results aligned with this outcome as Cluster 3’s pattern showed a more conducive
thermodynamic setup for LES while Cluster 4 showed the weakest thermodynamic
characteristics of the four composites (though it had synoptic-scale support for LES). These
results suggest that the mesoscale conditions are most important for LES formation and the
synoptic-scale conditions are secondary controls for Lake Michigan LES (though they are
primary drivers of the initial LES setup). As LES is a mesoscale phenomenon, the result is also
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not unexpected, but this research is to the authors knowledge the first to explicitly link the
importance of the mesoscale and synoptic scale in this context for Lake Michigan.
For Lake Superior, three composites were developed that also generally exhibited two
synoptic-scale structures:
1.

A mid-latitude cyclone off the northeast U.S. coupled with an anticyclone over
the central U.S. that resulted in northerly flow over Lake Superior (Clusters 1 and
2).

2.

Broad surface low pressure structure in the northeast Atlantic coupled with a
strong anticyclone over the lower Great Plains that produced westerly winds over
Lake Superior (Cluster 3).

As the primary differences were in the wind fields, the unique structures resulted in
distinct snow band morphologies and LES severity, which was further seen in the WRF-ARW
simulations. In the Cluster 3 simulation, snowfall estimates were highest (11.99 cm) due to the
flow across the long axis of the lake that caused parcels to access continual sources of
thermodynamic energy across the fetch. These results, like Lake Michigan, suggest that the
mesoscale environment is the primary driver for LES events themselves, though the synoptic
conditions are still important for establishing the large-scale LES pattern. Importantly, the
distribution of cases among the Lake Superior clusters suggested that the first global synoptic
pattern associated with Clusters 1 and 2 was by far most dominant, comprising 69% of LES
events in the database. This result is expected as cases taken from the storm database were
primarily from the southern Lake Superior shore which was the primary impact area for cases
associated with this global synoptic pattern.
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Overall, the results of this study offer new insights into the character of LES events in the
infrequently studied western Great Lakes. This work also offers a deeper understanding into the
large-scale dynamics associated with western Great Lakes LES and how these dynamics translate
into deviations in the mesoscale structures. Ultimately, this insight can aid local forecasters to
predict LES with greater lead times, which can potentially reduce the hazardous impacts
associated with LES by offering additional time to prepare for impactful events.
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CHAPTER III
STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION OF NON-LAKE-EFFECT SNOW PRODUCING
ALBERTA CLIPPERS
*This work has already been published in Atmosphere (Wiley and Mercer 2021b)
3.1

Introduction
Mid-latitude cyclones (hereafter referred to as ‘cyclones’) have been studied frequently

as knowledge of the dynamics, structure, and tracks comprising these storms is critical for
mitigation of their impacts. Cyclones form in areas of enhanced thermal contrasts as baroclinic
instability leads to the transformation of potential to kinetic energy (Lackmann 2011). These
cyclones have a dominant role in influencing atmospheric processes on various spatial and
temporal scales. For example, prior research has linked cyclones with severe tornado outbreaks
(Mercer at al. 2009; Mercer et al. 2012), global poleward heat transport (Trenberth and Caron
2001; Geen et al. 2016), regional seasonal precipitation distribution (Ferreira et al. 2013), and
blizzard conditions (Kennedy et al. 2019). Though cyclones can form in any region of enhanced
baroclinicity, the complex topography of North America (elevated landmasses adjacent to major
ocean currents, etc.) render distinct regions favorable for cyclogenesis (Whittaker and Horn
1984), resulting in frequent cyclone development and propagation over the continental U.S. This
is most pronounced during the North American cool season when the polar jet stream is
strongest. Previous studies have identified three major cyclogenesis regions and associated storm
tracks that have unique characteristics and impacts: the Colorado cyclone, East Coast cyclone,
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and Alberta Clipper (Sawyer 1970; Blackmon et al. 1977; Bosart and Lin 1984; Whittaker and
Horn 1984; Sanders 1987; Nakamura 1992; Mercer et al. 2007).
One of the less studied aspects of cyclones are their indirect contribution to the formation
of lake-effect snow (LES) off the North American Great Lakes (‘hereafter referred to as ‘Great
Lakes’). While LES occurs across the globe (e.g., Great Salt Lake [North America], Great Slave
Lake [North America], Lake Baikal [Asia], Baltic Sea [Europe]) (Monmonier 2012), the Great
Lakes are where LES occurs most frequently and severely due to several physiographic
characteristics (size, orientation, etc.). One unique characteristic is the Great Lakes’ geographic
location, as they are situated along one of the major North American storm tracks (Alberta
Clipper – Figure 3.1) meaning they are regularly impacted by cyclones. However, LES is not
typically generated by frontal forcing mechanisms, unlike most cyclone-induced precipitation.
Rather, the advection of continental polar air (associated with the cyclone’s cold front) over a
relatively warmer lake surface results in air mass modification, destabilization of the planetary
boundary layer (PBL), and enhanced energy fluxes (Wiggin 1950; Peace and Sykes 1966;
Eichenlaub 1970; Niziol 1987; Niziol et al. 1995; Sousounis 2003). This lake-induced instability,
combined with supplementary environmental factors (open fetch, steep low-level frictional
convergence, minimal lake ice coverage, etc.), warm and moisten the PBL above the lake surface
which results in convective updraft formation and the eventual development of elongated snow
bands over the lake surface that stretch inland into the lake’s lee (Eichenlaub 1970; Hjelmfelt
1990; Niziol et al. 1995; Sousounis 2003; Corrdeira and Laird 2008; Vavrus et al. 2013; Wright
et al. 2013). While the mesoscale conditions linked with LES have been extensively investigated
(Reeves and Dawson 2013; Conrick et al. 2015; Campbell et al. 2016; Bergmaier et al. 2017;
Kristovich et al. 2017; Mullholland et al. 2017; Saslo and Greybush 2017; Steenburgh and
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Campbell 2017; Minder et al. 2020), studies characterizing the synoptic environments associated
with LES remain limited, though contemporary studies are beginning to integrate updated
analysis techniques to identify synoptic-scale structures underlying LES (Wiley and Mercer
2020; Wiley and Mercer 2021a). In our study, we will focus specifically on the role of the
cyclone track that is most responsible for LES (the Alberta Clipper [hereafter ‘clipper’]) and
which synoptic conditions and processes associated with clippers are most influential to LES
formation.
Typically, clippers first evolve as an antecedent west coast cyclone makes landfall
west/northwest of the Canadian Rocky Mountains (Thomas and Martin 2007). While the cyclone
propagates east towards Alberta, Canada, cross mountain flow increases resulting in leeward
adiabatic warming and the development of a lee trough (Steenburgh and Mass 1994; Schultz and
Doswell 2000). As the cyclone continues propagating and traverses the Rockies, synoptic
vertical ascent associated with quasi-geostrophic (QG) forcing becomes prevalent atop of the
low-level lee trough resulting in contrasting vertical circulations characterized by low-level
descent and mid- and upper-level ascent. Vortex stretching ensues which, when combined with
enhanced baroclinicity via the cross mountain zonal thermal contrast as well as differential
positive vorticity advection (PVA), culminates in the development of a clipper on the lee side of
the Canadian Rockies. Once developed, clippers track east/southeast (Figure 3.1) where thermal
advection and upper-level forcing patterns are strongest (Hutchinson 1995).
Clippers are generally considered weak cyclones that feature high propagation speeds and
rarely produce substantial precipitation (Mercer et al. 2007; AMS 2021) owing to a deficiency of
moisture availability and lower thermodynamic energy availability. Clippers are also not
typically associated with severe convective weather due to their relatively weak thermal
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gradients and QG forcing compared to other storm tracks (Mercer et al. 2007). However, clippers have been linked with strong wind events with gusts up to 38 m s-1 which can cause power
outages, infrastructure damage, wildfires, and blizzard conditions (Schwartz and Schmidlin
2002; Heidenreich 2021). Fall winds (also known as ‘frontal chinooks’) are frequently observed
leeward of the Rockies as continental polar air associated with the clipper’s cold front is
advected across the mountain range resulting in higher density air to flow and accelerate across
the eastern slopes. Additionally, as the clipper propagates and matures, an anticyclone will
typically build in its wake which creates a pressure dipole and tight isobaric gradient between the
two pressure systems. As Wiley and Mercer (2020; 2021a) note, in addition to strong flow, this
dipole has also been linked with LES off the Great Lakes.
Previous studies have outlined the following conditions as typical for a synoptic
environment comprising Great Lakes LES (Ellis and Leathers 1996; Liu and Moore 2004;
Suriano and Leathers 2017; Wiley and Mercer 2020; Wiley and Mercer 2021a):
•

mid-tropospheric low-pressure anomaly situated near the Hudson Bay

•

cyclone east/northeast of the Great Lakes (typically a clipper)

•

anticyclone west/southwest of the Great Lakes

This surface dipole structure (Figure 3.2) results in synoptic scale cold air advection
(CAA) (linked with the cyclone and associated cold front) and LES conducive PBL wind
regimes characterized by west/northwesterly flow. This pattern promotes air parcel trajectories
over maximum amounts of open lake fetch. Synoptic scale forcing plays a secondary role in LES
formation by modifying the low-level wind field which plays an instrumental role in LES
morphology. That is, the low-level flow regime, which is dictated by the overlying synoptic
environment, directly governs which types of snow bands form during LES events (long-lake
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axis parallel, widespread coverage, etc. (Niziol et al. 1995)). This was observed in Wiley and
Mercer (2020; 2021a) who found that for a PBL thermodynamic profile conducive to LES
formation, subtle variations in the surface dipole structure driven by deviations in the synoptic
scale pattern led to varying LES snow band types and impacts.
Of course, not all clippers result in this dipole structure, and even if the dipole is formed,
LES still may not develop. The exact reasons for this are not known, despite advances in
understanding the synoptic-scale’s role in driving LES. Understanding the unique synoptic-scale
dynamics of non-LES associated cyclones will supplement our current knowledge of LESconducive synoptic-scale patterns and assist local forecasters with predicting LES with greater
lead time. As such, the purpose of our study is to examine the synoptic scale characteristics of
wintertime clippers that do not result in eventual Great Lakes LES production and differentiate
those patterns from traditional LES synoptic-scale configurations. The resulting patterns will be
compared with their underlying mesoscale and lake-surface conditions to ensure differences
between LES and non-LES environments are primarily meteorological.
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Figure 3.1

Climatological track of Alberta Clippers based on Thomas and Martin (2007).

The red line denotes the track while the outlined rectangle encapsulates the Great Lakes Basin.

Figure 3.2

Figure 7 from Wiley and Mercer (2020).

These MSLP (mb) fields highlight the evolution of the common dipole structure present during a
LES event off the eastern Great Lakes (Lakes Erie and Ontario).
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3.2
3.2.1

Materials and Methods
Alberta Clipper repository
The research objectives require a robust database of historic clippers. The work in

Thomas and Martin (2007) developed such a repository using European Centre for MediumRange Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere (TOGA) data during
15 boreal cold seasons (October-March) spanning 1986/87 to 2000/01. They classified a cyclone
as a clipper based on five propagation and intensity criteria based on mean sea level pressure
(MSLP) and vorticity fields (see Thomas and Martin (2007) for a full description). Our study
utilized a similar approach, adapting these criteria to National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Reanalysis data (Saha et
al. 2010) that spans 11 meteorological winters (December-February) including 1997/98,
1998/99, and 2005/06 to 2013/2014. These specific time periods were selected to align with LES
repositories in Wiley and Mercer (2020) and Wiley and Mercer (2021a) which were used to
categorize clippers as associated/disassociated with LES. Meteorological winter (DecemberFebruary) was selected as the temporal domain for this study owing to the climatological
frequency of clippers (Thomas and Martin 2007), and only 48 (16.5%) LES cases occurred
outside the winter months. The NCEP/NCAR reanalysis dataset was selected to develop the
clipper repository as it features an equal spatial (2.5°) and higher temporal (6-hr) resolution to
that of the ECMWF TOGA data used by Thomas and Martin (2007) and has been used in
previous work characterizing clipper environments (Mercer et al. 2007). All cyclone
identification and tracking was done on a spatial domain spanning 25°N-75°N and 150°W30°W, a domain seen in previous studies (Whittaker and Horn 1984; Mercer et al. 2007; Thomas
and Martin 2007) when characterizing clipper climatology. For a cyclone/local MSLP minimum
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of interest to be classified a clipper, the following conditions must be met (note these were based
heavily on the work in Thomas and Martin (2007)):
1.

Cyclogenesis in the lee of the Canadian Rocky Mountains within the Canadian
provinces of Yukon, Northwest Territories, British Columbia, and/or Alberta as
evidenced by a closed circulation and/or evident local MSLP minimum (based on
2 mb intervals).

2.

Closed circulation and/or evident local MSLP minimum present for 60 hours once
the system makes major progress east of the Canadian Rocky Mountains
(hereafter referred to as ‘time of departure’).

3.

System propagates southeast towards U.S-Canadian border immediately after
time of departure whereafter it tracks east and/or southeast.

4.

System is located east of 90°W within 60 hours after time of departure (a measure
of cyclone propagation speed).

Based on these criteria, 78 total clippers were identified over the 11 meteorological
winters previously mentioned (Table 3.1). On average, 7.1 clippers occurred every winter,
consistent with Thomas and Martin (2007) who found that approximately 7.2 clippers occur per
winter. Interestingly, the intraseasonal distribution differed slightly with Thomas and Martin
(2007) as most clippers identified in our study occurred in January while their work found most
clippers occurred in December. These differences were attributed to the small temporal span in
both studies. Once identified, clippers were visually tracked using the lowest MSLP from the
NCEP/NCAR data, noted as the clipper’s center, an approach consistent with numerous prior
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cyclone-tracking studies with similar objectives (Thomas and Martin 2007; Zolina and Gulev
2002; Neu et al. 2013; Marciano et al. 2015). Finally, the ‘end time’ for each clipper was
identified as the NCEP/NCAR timestep where the MSLP minima was no longer present in the
domain as it crossed 50°W or 60°N. This methodology resulted in a clipper repository that
contained the following cyclone characteristics:
•

Time of departure date and location

•

End time date and location

•

Complete track of system throughout its duration as marked by NCEP/NCAR
Reanalysis grid points at six-hour timesteps

Once finalized, each clipper system in the repository was categorized an LES or non-LES
producing clipper by cross-referencing the clipper repository with the LES repository from
Wiley and Mercer (2020) and Wiley and Mercer (2021a). For a clipper to be linked to LES
formation, it must have influenced the surface flow regime over the associated lake during the
LES event start time. This influence was determined visually by examining all LES events that
started within the life span of a given clipper and comparing the MSLP setup with the surface
wind field over the lake. If that wind field was predominantly a result of the clipper system under
investigation, the clipper was logged as being ‘LES associated’. This approach yielded 21
(26.9%) of the 78 total clippers being LES associated, with the remaining 57 cases not LES
associated.
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Table 3.1

Monthly breakdown of recorded clippers over the 11 meteorological winters used
for this study.
Year

Yearly
Total
1997/98
2
2
0
4
1998/99
3
1
3
7
2005/06
3
5
3
11
2006/07
3
4
2
9
2007/08
3
1
2
6
2008/09
3
4
0
7
2009/10
1
1
0
2
2010/11
2
2
1
5
2011/12
3
4
1
8
2012/13
3
5
2
10
2013/14
2
5
2
9
Monthly Total 28 (35.9%) 34 (43.6%) 16 (20.5%) 78
Bold face numbers represent monthly or yearly totals and the numbers in parentheses show the
percentage of clippers relative to the total number of clippers identified in the repository.
3.2.2

December

January

February

Data and statistical methods
Once established, the non-LES clipper database (N=57 cases) was used to construct a

synoptic climatology using a T-mode principal component analysis (PCA) combined with a kmeans cluster analysis (CA) to obtain climatological map types. These methods have been shown
to be useful in numerous studies (Ellis and Leathers 1996; Mercer et al. 2012; Wiley and Mercer
2020; Wiley and Mercer 2021a) as they identify temporal modes of variability among
atmospheric data and use that information to group individual members (i.e., clippers for this
study) into distinct clusters from which composites can be constructed.
Though the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis was optimal for developing the clipper repository
(owing to its reliance on the synoptic scale), its spatial and temporal resolution were not ideal for
representing the mesoscale conditions associated with the clippers. Instead, the North American
Regional Reanalysis (NARR) dataset (Mesinger et al. 2006) was used to construct the synoptic
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climatology of the non-LES clippers as it features a higher spatial (32 km) and temporal (3-hr)
resolution than the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis while encompassing the study period and spatial
domain. In total, 41 meteorological variables were retained from the NARR to characterize the
synoptic and mesoscale conditions within each clipper, including five surface fields (mean sealevel pressure [MSLP], 10-m zonal and meridional wind components, skin temperature, and
specific humidity) and five three-dimensional fields (zonal and meridional [u and v] wind
components, geopotential height, temperature [T], and specific humidity [q]) captured at seven
isobaric levels (1000 mb, 925 mb, 850 mb, 700 mb, 500 mb, 300 mb, and 250 mb). All fields
were retained for 96-hours beginning with the respective clipper’s time of departure over a
spatial domain that extended from 25°N-65°N and 130°W-40°W and included 30,352 NARR
gridpoints (a near match to the domain used for the clipper repository).
Importantly, in this study it was unknown which timestep(s) of the NARR would best
characterize the distinctions between LES and non-LES environments, as each clipper had
different evolutionary characteristics (cyclogenesis location, propagation speed, etc.). As no LES
occurred in the non-LES clippers, we estimated the geographic position of the clippers where
LES would most likely occur as the locations where these distinctions should be found. This was
done by computing the mode longitude of the 21 LES associated clippers (as discussed above) at
the time LES began. This longitude (75°W) marked the location where clipper associated LES
was most likely to form, though this longitudinal distribution was clearly bimodal (Figure 3.3),
an important limitation of this approach. We addressed this issue by selecting NARR fields from
two longitudinal positions in the clipper’s lifespan (75°W and 90°W) to serve as an objective
spatial and temporal framework from which non-LES associated clippers could be compared
with their LES counterparts. Note that six non-LES and two LES clippers (roughly 10%) did not
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track east of 75°W and fell outside of the bimodal distribution. These systems were excluded
from further analysis as they did not characterize the overlying patterns of the other clippers
(resulting in 51 and 19 total non-LES and LES clippers, respectively).
Once the non-LES fields were retained, synoptic-scale composites of the dominant
patterns in these environments were constructed following Wiley and Mercer (2020; 2021a). The
composite methodology required several tuning/optimization steps before final map types could
be constructed. These steps included determining which NARR fields best distinguish the clipper
environments, the number of principal components (PCs) to retain from the PCA, and the
number of clusters/map types from the CA. These steps were completed by conducting numerous
PCAs and CAs on 11 combinations of NARR fields representing the 51 non-LES cases (Table
3.2) and quantifying variance explained by the resulting PCs as well as silhouette coefficients
(Rousseeuw 1987) associated with each CA.
We employed methods from Wiley and Mercer (2021a) to determine the optimal
PCA/CA configuration and tested all permutations of retaining 2-10 PCs and 2-10 clusters for
each NARR configuration (i.e., ‘Experiment’; Table 3.2). The PC-cluster combination selected
to construct the composites was based on the amount of variance explained by the PCs, the
average silhouette coefficient, and the frequency of misclustered cases (negative silhouettes).
Among the 11 experiments, ‘Experiment 1’, which consisted of only retaining MSLP, two PCs,
and three clusters, was deemed best as its PCs explained the most variance (25.9%) and featured
the second highest silhouette coefficient (0.442) with only one misclustered clipper (Table 3.3).
Figure 3.4 shows the distinctiveness of the PC loadings, revealing that Cluster 1 is generally
associated with PC1 loading values that are positive, while Cluster 2 had positive PC2 and
negative PC1 values and Cluster 3 had negative PC1 and PC2 values. Interestingly, the addition
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of more NARR variables appeared to deteriorate analysis performance as metrics used to
evaluate the PCA and CA generally decreased through the progression of the experiments. This
suggests that MSLP was the most distinguishing atmospheric field among the NARR fields
tested, which parallels the findings of Wiley and Mercer (2020) and Wiley and Mercer (2021a)
who found that MSLP was the least correlated atmospheric field among synoptic composites of
LES events. It should be noted that MSLP was the only NARR field to be tested individually
owing to its characterization of the dipole structure thought to be of critical importance for LES
formation in previous work (Ellis and Leathers 1996; Liu and Moore 2004; Suriano and Leathers
2017: Wiley and Mercer 2020; Wiley and Mercer 2021a).
With the optimal PCA-CA configuration identified, a nonhierarchical k-means CA was
used to separate the 51 non-LES clippers into three distinct clusters (Figure 3.4) based on
variability structures identified by the PCA. Clippers in each cluster were averaged to construct
three sets of synoptic composites that depicted atmospheric conditions for all clippers in each
group (map types) at each reference longitude (75°W and 90°W). Finally, a set of mean
composites for the 19 LES clippers were constructed as a reference to compare against the nonLES patterns derived from the composite analysis described above.
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Figure 3.3

Histogram of longitude locations of LES-associated clippers during the start of
LES formation.

These values are associated with 41 LES events from the Mercer and Wiley (2020) and Wiley
and Mercer (2021a) LES repository. Note the bimodal distribution featuring a high frequency of
longi-tudes around 75°W (mode longitude) and 90°W. These two locations mark the positions of
clip-pers that resulted in LES across the eastern (Lakes Erie and Ontario) and western (Lakes
Michi-gan and Superior) Great lakes respectively.
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Figure 3.4

Scatterplot of the first two PC loadings for the 51 non-LES clippers.

The x axis denotes loading vectors from the first PC and the y axis denotes loading vectors from
the second PC.
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Table 3.2

Various NARR configurations tested to evaluate the optimal fields to retain for the
PCA and CA.

Experiment
Number
1*
2
3
4
5
6

NARR Variables used to construct PCA

MSLP*
MSLP, 10-m winds
MSLP, 10-m winds, 1000 mb T
MSLP, 10-m winds, 1000 mb T, 2-m q
MSLP, 10-m winds, 1000 mb T, 2-m q, 850 mb heights, 850 mb winds
MSLP, 10-m winds, 1000 mb T, 2-m q, 850 mb heights, 850 mb winds,
850 mb T, 850 mb q
7
MSLP, 10-m winds, 1000 mb T, 2-m q, 500 mb heights, 500 mb winds
8
MSLP, 10-m winds, 1000 mb T, 2-m q, 500 mb heights, 500 mb winds,
500 mb T, 500 mb q
9
MSLP, 10-m winds, 1000 mb T, 2-m q, 850 mb heights, 850 mb winds,
500 mb heights, 500 mb winds
10
MSLP, 10-m winds, 1000 mb T, 2-m q, 850 mb heights, 850 mb winds,
850 mb T, 850 mb q, 500 mb heights, 500 mb winds, 500 mb T, 500
mb q
11
All NARR variables originally retained
Starred fields represent the configuration used for the statistical analysis.
Table 3.3

Statistical results from experiments used to identify the optimal PCA and CA
configuration.

Experiment
PCs
Clusters Variance
Silhouette
Number of
Number
retained
used
Explained Coefficient misclusters
1*
2*
3*
25.9%*
0.442*
1*
2
2
4
18.8%
0.434
0
3
2
3
19.6%
0.426
0
4
2
10
19.4%
0.480
0
5
2
9
18.7%
0.448
0
6
2
10
18.7%
0.397
0
7
2
10
19.1%
0.387
0
8
2
7
18.5%
0.431
0
9
2
8
18.5%
0.400
0
10
2
5
18.3%
0.428
1
11
2
5
17.9%
0.425
0
Each of the listed values from each experiment represent the most optimal PC-cluster
configuration associated with the NARR field(s) retained for that specific experiment. Starred
fields represent the configuration used for the statistical analysis.
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3.2.3

Diagnostic variables
Following Wiley and Mercer (2020) and Wiley and Mercer (2021a), MSLP and upper-

level geopotential height fields were used to diagnose synoptic-scale structure and forcing
patterns. Additionally, a derived quasi-geostrophic (QG) variable was calculated to assess
synoptic-scale vertical motion. When assessing synoptic-scale vertical motion, using the
traditional QG omega diagnostic approach can prove difficult in situations when differential
geostrophic vorticity advection and temperature advection counter one another, yielding
indeterminate vertical motion insight even though such motion may be present. This issue was
present in our analysis (not shown), so we elected to utilize a derived QG diagnostic that blends
both terms in the QG omega equation by coupling geostrophic horizontal shear with the
horizontal temperature gradient on an isobaric surface, a quantity known as the Q-vector
(Hoskins et al. 1978). Q is directly related to QG omega through:

(∇2p

f02 ∂2
+
) ω = −2∇p ∙ 𝐐
σ ∂p2

(3.1)

Where Q is defined as:
∂𝐯g
∙ ∇p T
Q1
R
∂x
(∂𝐯
)
𝐐= ( )= −
g
Q2
pσ
∙ ∇p T
∂y

(3.2)

This relationship shows that areas with Q-vector convergence (divergence) are co-located with
synoptic-scale ascent (descent). Following the methods of Mercer et al. (2007), static stability (σ)
was excluded from the Q calculations as it can be divided out as a scalar without altering the
direction of Q (as σ is almost always positive for large-scale synoptic analysis).
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In addition to the synoptic-scale analysis, a mesoscale analysis was done that
characterized the role of surface-atmosphere stability and lapse rates in LES suppression. Lowlevel (1000-850 mb) lapse rates were calculated over a NARR grid point (Figure 3.5) centered
over each lake (resulting in five lapse rates for five lakes) to evaluate stability. These lake-centric
grid points were selected as they feature the highest lake surface temperatures due to the lakes’
bathymetry patterns and are co-located with the location of where LES associated convection
would be most likely to develop initially. Finally, surface specific humidity (q) fields were
evaluated to assess atmospheric moisture content.
To ensure the LES suppression mechanisms were meteorological, lake surface conditions
were also analyzed separately given their importance on LES development. Specifically, if stark
differences in the lake surface temperatures and lake ice cover arose between LES and non-LES
clippers, this would suggest lake conditions were the primary factors differentiating LES and
non-LES cases. Lake temperature data were retained from the daily Great Lakes Surface
Environmental Analysis (GLSEA) Surface Water Temperature Data archive (NOAA 2021),
while lake ice cover was based on the GLSEA Great Lakes Average Ice Cover Data which
features daily lake average ice cover. It should be noted that the ice cover dataset began
December 2008 which resulted in a portion of the clippers (42.9%) being excluded from the ice
cover analysis.
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Figure 3.5

Tracks of four composite clippers and NARR grid points used to calculate lowlevel lapse rates.

Tracks were calculated from NARR composites from Cluster 1 (green line), Cluster 2 (red line),
Cluster 3 (blue line), and LES associated (black line) clippers from t=0 h (time of departure) to t
= 54 h. Outlined dark green dots represent the NARR grid points used to calculate low-level
lapse rates.
3.3
3.3.1

Results and Discussion
Influence of lake surface characteristics on LES suppression
To quantify the role of surface conditions on LES suppression, Table 3.4 presents

average lake surface temperatures and ice covers of all LES and non-LES clippers across all
Great Lakes. Permutation tests of the mean (Wilks 2019) were used to establish statistical
significance to the differences in LES and non-LES lake temperature and ice covers at each
reference longitude.
Though warmer surface temperatures (roughly 0.25°C) and lower ice covers (roughly
3.5%) were observed with LES clippers, which are indictive of a more LES conducive
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environment, these differences were not statistically significant for any lake (Table 3.4). Across
all lakes and reference longitudes, ice cover differed more than lake surface temperatures as
evidenced by smaller p-values (not shown). The lack of statistical contrast implies that the
primary forcing mechanisms suppressing convective activity associated with non-LES clippers
were not primarily based on lake conditions but instead on the mesoscale and synoptic-scale
environment.
Table 3.4

Mean lake surface conditions during non-LES clippers for both reference
longitudes and LES clippers at the start of LES formation.
Lake
Superior

Lake
Michigan

Lake
Huron

Lake Surface Temperature
2.63°C
3.49°C
2.76°C
(non-LES)
Lake Surface Temperature
2.82°C
3.54°C
3.08°C
(LES)
Ice cover (non-LES)
16.96%
14.52%
24.60%
Ice cover (LES)
13.52%
12.06%
20.30%
No differences in the means were statistically (p≤0.05) significant.
3.3.2

Lake
Erie

Lake
Ontario

2.46°C

3.77°C

2.87°C

4.10°C

34.33%
28.58%

8.22%
6.95%

Synoptic analysis
Clippers were mostly evenly distributed among the three resulting clusters (N1 = 18, N2

= 19, N3 = 14). While storm characteristics varied among all clippers analyzed, each composite
featured distinct underlying structures (Table 3.5) in terms of average storm speed, duration, and
intensity.
Cluster 1’s composites were characterized by typical clipper propagation characteristics
(Thomas and Martin 2007) highlighted by a closed low-pressure circulation in the Canadian
Rockies lee (53°N, 112.5°W) that tracked southeast through the first 24 hours before taking on a
more westerly track clipping the U.S.-Canadian border (Figure 3.5). Cluster 1 featured the
strongest non-LES systems characterized by the lowest central pressure values, slowest
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propagation speeds, longest average duration, and were most comparable to LES systems of all
clusters (Table 3.5). However, Cluster 1 systems generally tracked further north than LES
clippers without as much meridional variation altering the surface flow regime (not shown).
Composite NARR fields exemplified these characteristics with a 500 mb trough present at both
reference longitudes collocated with a surface low-pressure system (Figures 3.6a and 3.7a). The
initial westward displacement of the upper-level feature from the surface cyclone at 97.5°W (not
shown) suggests the system was in the ‘open wave’ stage of development based on the
Norwegian Cyclone Model (Bjerknes 1919).
Upper-level forcing in Cluster 1’s composite (Figure 3.6a) was weaker relative to LES
systems (Figure 3.6d) as only a small area of Q convergence was observed over the south-central
coast of Lake Superior at 90°W (Figure 3.6a). This was likely due to weak (0-5 m s-1) southerly
flow resulting in weak warm air advection (WAA) that enhanced rising motion across the
western Great Lakes region (Figure 3.7a). Though the flow characteristics were overall similar
between Cluster 1 and the LES composite (not shown), the cross-basin near-surface temperature
gradient was exceptionally higher for LES systems, resulting in heightened WAA and Q-vector
convergence (Figure 3.7d). As the upper-level feature continued to strengthen and propagate
east, rising motion was again observed over the eastern Great Lakes basin as evidenced by a
pocket of large Q-vector convergence over the eastern lee of Lake Ontario (Figure 3.8a).
However, the magnitude of this forcing decreased due to the increase of CAA as the clipper
propagated east and surface winds acquired a northerly component (not shown). Additionally,
the Cluster 1 clipper’s westward displacement from the upper-level feature decreased, resulting
in eventual weakening of the system and marking its transition into the mature phase. This was
evidenced by MSLP tendencies as the Cluster 1 clipper’s central pressure was 8 mb higher at
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75°W than 97.5°W (Figure 3.8a). In contrast, the LES clipper’s central pressure was 4 mb lower
at 75°W than 97.5°W.
Cluster 2 composites followed a similar storm track to Cluster 1, though the overall track
position was further north than LES clippers (Figure 3.5). Cluster 2 clippers were on average
much less intense (6.3 mb higher central MSLP) than LES systems and Cluster 1 and featured
shorter lifespans and faster propagation speeds (Table 3.5). This was partially attributed to
Cluster 2 featuring the highest percentage (47.4%) of December cases when the polar jet stream
is weaker compared to January due to the lessened meridional equator-pole temperature gradient
(Lackmann 2011). Composites showed an initial upper-level trough and associated surface
cyclone that advanced zonally, strengthening through its progression. Synoptic-scale ascent was
maximized over the same general region as Cluster 1 (south central Lake Superior coast) based
on Q-vector convergence while the clipper was located at 90°W maximized over Lake Superior’s
eastern shore (Figure 3.6b). Like Cluster 1, this strengthening was attributed to WAA associated
with southerly flow across the Great Lakes basin while the cyclone propagated into the study
area (Figure 3.7b). However, the southerly flow and associated WAA inhibited convective
development making LES formation unlikely contrasted to the westerly flow observed with the
LES composite (not shown).
Through Cluster 2’s composite clipper progression, an upper-level vorticity maximum
developed north of the Great Lakes basin as the trough-ridge pattern damped, resulting in
minimal Q-vector convergence at the location when LES was most likely to form (Figure 3.8b).
This pattern contrasted LES systems that strengthened throughout their progression. As the
clipper exited the Great Lakes basin (Figure 3.9b), an anticyclone originating from western
Canada propagated southeastward, roughly following the Cluster 2 composite clipper. This
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resulted in the traditional high-low pressure dipole structure coupled with large-scale CAA over
the north central U.S, a pattern commonly seen in previous studies (Wiley and Mercer 2020;
Wiley and Mercer 2021a) during LES episodes (as well as in the LES composites). However, the
absence of upper-level forcing and the relatively stable environment over the lakes (further
discussed below) suppressed convective activity. Note that the strength of the gradient between
the dipole structure was higher for LES systems as well, featuring stronger high- (1030 mb) and
low-pressure (1008 mb) systems which produced faster winds (5-10 m s-1). This suggests that the
intensity of the dipole structure may indirectly be a differentiating factor between LES and nonLES clippers.
The synoptic structure and propagation of Cluster 3 notably differed from the first two
clusters and most matched the LES composite even though its intensity characteristics most
differed. Like the LES composite, Cluster 3’s storm track featured meridional variation absent
from Clusters 1 and 2 as it originated at the northernmost location (54.6° N) and followed the
southernmost track (Figure 3.5). Cluster 3 clippers propagated faster than Clusters 1 and 2 and
were weakest based on central MSLP (Table 3.5). The initial composite pattern featured an
upper-level local vorticity maximum over northern North Dakota that was coupled with a
synoptic scale 500 mb low pressure anomaly centered over the eastern Hudson Bay and an
associated surface low-pressure system over north Minnesota (not shown). As the surface clipper
system progressed southeast, the vorticity maximum strengthened initially owing to height falls,
resulting in the development of a large-scale positively tilted upper-level trough at 90°W (Figure
3.6c). Simultaneously, Q-vector convergence was present over Michigan’s lower peninsula via
low-level WAA (Figure 3.7c), shifting the upper-level trough to a neutral phase as the system
propagated east. Q-vector convergence was maximized over western Lake Superior adjacent to
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the backend of the cyclone where WAA was strongest. Overall, synoptical vertical forcing was
strongest of all clusters and closely matched the LES composite.
As the clipper tracked eastward, the lessened displacement of the upper-level vorticity
maximum from the surface cyclone reduced baroclinicity and resulted in the clipper weakening
while still tracking 1° latitude south of the Cluster 1 and 2 tracks. Simultaneously, an anticyclone
originating from the Rocky Mountains began building in the clipper’s wake from considerable
CAA and anticyclonic vorticity advection (AVA) (not shown), resulting in the surface dipole
structure observed in Cluster 2 and the LES composite. The orientation of the dipole suggests an
eastern Great Lakes (Lakes Erie and Ontario) LES conducive environment as the southwestnortheast pressure gradient resulted in southwesterly flow across a large fetch across the two
lakes. This contrasts the LES dipole that featured a purely zonal pressure gradient leading to
westerly winds (not shown) across most of the Great Lakes. However, upper-level forcing was
minimalized through Cluster 3’s progression due to strong CAA (Figure 3.9c), and like Cluster
2, the strength of the dipole was weaker than the LES composites which generated weaker flow
(0-5 m s-1) (not shown).
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Figure 3.6

500 mb geopotential heights (m; contours) and Q-vectors while the clipper was
located at 90°W.

Cluster 1 fields are presented in panel (a), Cluster 2 (b), Cluster 3 (c), and the LES composite
(d).
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Figure 3.7

MSLP (solid black contours; mb), 1000 mb temperature (dashed red contours; °C),
and 2-m specific humidity (shaded green; g kg-1) while the clipper was located at
90°W.

Cluster 1 fields are presented in panel (a), Cluster 2 (b), Cluster 3 (c), and the LES composite
(d).
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Figure 3.8

500 mb geopotential heights (m; contours) and Q-vectors while the clipper was
located at 75°W.

Cluster 1 fields are presented in panel (a), Cluster 2 (b), Cluster 3 (c), and the LES composite
(d).
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Figure 3.9

MSLP (solid black contours; mb), 1000 mb temperature (dashed red contours; °C),
and 2-m specific humidity (shaded green; g kg-1) while the clipper was located at
75°W.

Cluster 1 fields are presented in panel (a), Cluster 2 (b), Cluster 3 (c), and the LES composite
(d).
Table 3.5

Breakdown of average storm characteristics of all clippers by cluster.

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 LES composite
Duration (hrs)
89.3
77.4
80.1
90.32
Storm Intensity (mb)
999.7
1006.2
1021.7
999.9
-1
Propagation Speed (m s )
15.85
16.83
18.46
15.93
The storm intensity refers to the MSLP value associated with NARR grid identified as the
clipper’s center.
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3.3.3

Mesoscale and stability analysis
As most of the differences in the LES and non-LES composites were in the structure and

magnitude of temperature advection, a mesoscale analysis focusing on stability and temperature
advection was done to complement the synoptic analysis. For Cluster 1, WAA patterns enhanced
atmospheric stability at 90°W which suppressed LES across the study region (Figure 3.7a) by
modifying static stability. Relatively high inland surface temperatures combined with the lowlevel WAA produced the lowest low-level lapse rates (3.5 °C km-1) from Cluster 1’s
environment of all composites considered (and much lower than the LES composite of 6.7°C km1

). The flow pattern from the WAA was also unsupportive of LES as numerous studies

(Eichenlaub 1970; Hjelmfelt 1990; Niziol 1987; Niziol et al. 1995; Sousounis 2003) have
observed that north/northwesterly flow, not southerly flow, accommodates LES formation by
ensuring maximum fetch across each lake (except Lake Michigan due to its meridional
orientation). Later in the clipper’s track, the surface wind pattern veered significantly, resulting
in westerly flow as the dominant regime when the clipper was centered at 75°W (Figure 3.9a).
This pattern would be most similar to a typical LES setup as more of the necessary ingredients
were observed (e.g., CAA near the backend of the cyclone’s life cycle and westerly flow).
However, 1000 mb temperatures over the southern half of the Great Lakes basin were above
freezing throughout the clippers progression which, combined with enhanced stability and
minimal upper-level forcing, may be why Cluster 1 clippers did not result in LES. These high
temperatures also resulted in relatively high atmospheric moisture content with specific humidity
values ranging from 3.5-4.5 g kg-1 (Figures 3.7a and 3.9a). Lastly, the horizontal temperature
gradient over the region was minimal compared to the LES composite, resulting in weaker CAA
even though the flow regimes were similar.
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Most mesoscale structures evident in Cluster 1 were also present in the Cluster 2
composites. Weak WAA owing to a minimal temperature gradient was present over the study
region as the clipper entered the basin, and this advection quickly transitioned to CAA as winds
acquired a westerly component in the wake of the cyclone (Figures 3.7b and 3.9b). Inland 1000
mb temperatures initially ranged from 0°C to -4°C across most the basin before decreasing in the
northern basin via synoptic scale CAA, supporting snowfall formation (Figure 3.9b). This CAA
occurred while the composite clipper tracked through 75°W, as an anticyclone propagated
southeast setting up the previously mentioned dipole structure. Once again, the flow regime and
CAA present at 75°W denotes where the environment was most conducive to LES generation.
The Cluster 2 environment was less stable compared to Cluster 1 as indicated by higher lowlevel lapse rates (4.37°C km-1 on average). However, this was still notably less than that of the
LES composite, again suggesting high atmospheric stability was a major factor in LES
suppression for Cluster 2. Also, like Cluster 1, near surface temperatures co-located with the
strongest upper-level synoptic-scale support were again at or above freezing, inhibiting snow
formation despite ample atmospheric moisture (Figure 3.9b).
As observed with the synoptic fields, the mesoscale and surface characteristics of Cluster
3 differed the most from the other clusters. Near surface temperatures were exceptionally low
over the Great Lakes basin, fluctuating between 0°C off the southern Lake Erie and Ontario
coasts to -10°C over northern Lake Superior (Figure 3.7c), matching much more closely with
what was observed with the LES composite. Southwesterly flow (not shown) occurred as the
clipper entered the Great Lakes basin with considerable WAA observed east of Lake Superior.
This continued as the clipper tracked east of 90°W, resulting in inland temperatures warming 23°C (Figure 3.7c). However, once the clipper crossed the Great Lakes basin, surface winds
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veered to the north, resulting in strong CAA due to the strong temperature gradient observed
across the basin (Figure 3.9c). Upon the clipper’s exit from the domain, surface temperatures fell
dramatically with some areas south of Lake Superior reaching -14°C (Figure 3.9c). In general,
the Cluster 3 mesoscale environment was most conducive to LES formation. Cluster 3 featured
the steepest average lapse rates (5.91°C km-1) and lowest inland surface temperatures with the
entire Great Lakes basin featuring below freezing temperatures through the clippers progression.
To quantify statistical significance among the static stability differences in the LES and
non-LES composites, permutation tests were run on lapse rates calculated for each storm in the
LES and non-LES clipper repositories. To avoid an asymmetry of case distribution between
these two clipper sets (19 LES clippers vs. 51 non-LES clippers), non-LES clippers were
separated into their previously assigned clusters, leading to three sets of permutation tests run
across each reference longitude. P-values calculated from the permutation tests showed that
stability was a significant (p≤0.05) differentiating factor between Cluster 1 clippers and LES
clippers across all lakes (Table 3.6). This was also observed over Lakes Superior and Michigan
for Cluster 2. This result is not surprising given the large inland near-surface temperature
contrast between these clusters and the LES composite. Similarly, the results between the Cluster
3 and LES composite lapse rates were not significantly different, which was expected based on
results presented above. Interestingly, this suggests that the overlying mesoscale moisture
profile was not important with regards to LES development, consistent with Sousounis (2003)
that noted high levels of atmospheric moisture are not necessarily a mandatory requirement for
LES formation and even small amounts of water vapor can result in substantial snowfall.
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Table 3.6

Low-level (1000-850 mb) lapse rate permutation test p-values averaged across all
reference longitudes.

Lake
Lake
Lake
Lake
Lake
Superior Michigan Huron Erie
Ontario
Cluster 1
0.002*
0.005*
0.000* 0.005* 0.002*
Cluster 2
0.034*
0.048*
0.076
0.182
0.072
Cluster 3
0.357
0.301
0.368
0.386
0.676
Starred values denote statistical significance (p≤0.05) between non-LES clusters and the LES
composites.
3.3.4

Conclusion
This study’s research objective was to analyze the spatial and temporal characteristics

linked with non-LES associated clippers through the development of synoptic composites from a
newly defined repository of clipper systems. Once clippers were identified and tracked, each was
associated/disassociated with LES formation by cross referencing a previously developed LES
repository. In total, 78 total clippers were identified from the tracking methods, of which 57 were
non-LES and 21 were LES systems. Composites were then constructed by blending a PCA with
a CA that grouped non-LES clipper systems with similar atmospheric and propagation
characteristics at two reference longitudes (75°W and 90°W) where LES was most likely to
occur. Three non-LES clusters were selected based on PCA and CA evaluation metrics.
Composites of the mean LES clippers were also constructed to evaluate potential atmospheric
characteristics crucial to LES development that differed from the non-LES composites.
Additionally, daily lake surface temperatures and ice cover data were retained to characterize the
lake surface for both LES and non-LES clippers. Permutation tests revealed that the overlying
lake environment did not significantly (p≤0.05) contrast during LES and non-LES clippers,
indicating the primary differences were meteorological.
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Cluster 1 featured the strongest clippers (lowest average MSLP) and propagated close to
parallel with the climatological clipper track as defined by Thomas and Martin (2007). Cluster 2
exhibited a similar track to Cluster 1, though its composite average strength was weaker (5.9 mb
higher central MSLP) which can be attributed to their contrast in intraseasonal distribution to the
rest of the clipper repository (most Cluster 2 cases occurred in December). The Cluster 3
composite mirrored Cluster 1 in terms of intraseasonal distribution (most clippers in January),
but its track had the greatest latitudinal variation and featured the weakest systems on average.
This southward shift in these clippers likely contributed to their weaker magnitude (relative to
Cluster 1) as weaker planetary vorticity was present along most of the Cluster 3 track.
Analyses revealed several differentiating characteristics among the clusters and LES
composite. Low-level stability appeared to be a primary distinguishing factor for Cluster 1 as
low-level lapse rates were significantly (p≤0.05) lower than LES clippers across all the Great
Lakes. Furthermore, above-freezing inland surface temperatures and weak CAA also factored
into why LES activity was suppressed. As Sousounis (2003) and Xiao et al. (2018) note, ample
lower and mid-level CAA is needed to create large vertical temperature gradients which generate
turbulent heat and moisture fluxes and destabilize the overlying polar air mass. Mesoscale
pattens observed with Cluster 1 were also observed, albeit to a less degree, with Cluster 2 as
Lakes Superior and Michigan had significantly lower lapse rates in their non-LES environments
while the other three lakes, while not statistically significant, did possess large differences in
static stability when compared to the LES cases. Upper-level forcing appeared to be another
distinguishing factor between these clusters (1 and 2) and LES systems. Analysis of Q-vector
divergence fields indicated large amounts of synoptic ascent across most of the Great Lakes
basin early in the LES composite clipper’s life cycle that was absent for Clusters 1 and 2.
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These trends were not observed with Cluster 3 as the mesoscale and thermodynamic
environment was like the LES composite. The notable differences with Cluster 3’s composite
were synoptic in nature and based on the strength of the surface dipole. LES clippers were much
stronger (21.8 mb lower central MSLP) than Cluster 3 systems on average, as was the
anticyclone that built in the clippers wake. The subsequently strong winds in the LES composite
ultimately enhanced low-level vertical heat and moisture fluxes via turbulent mixing between the
lake surface and low-level atmosphere, distinguishing these patterns from the Cluster 3
composite.
As previous research has focused on the synoptic environment during LES events, the
purpose of this research was to provide a baseline diagnosis of the synoptic conditions during
non-LES situations associated with cyclonic systems that most frequently result in LES (i.e.,
clippers). These differences primarily included the presence and magnitude of synoptic forcing
present, low-level stability, and the strength of the surface dipole. Future research will further
investigate these meteorological traits through the development of a diagnostic objective
classification model that categorizes LES and non-LES clippers based on results from this study.
Clark et al. (2020) demonstrated that the climatological spatial snowfall patterns over Lake
Michigan contain enough of a synoptic signal to objectively classify LES from synoptically
driven snowfall.
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CHAPTER IV
OBJECTIVE CLASSIFICATION OF LAKE-EFFECT AND NON-LAKE-EFECT
ASSOCIATED ALBERTA CLIPPERS
4.1

Introduction
The primary objective of the previous chapters was to identify and analyze the synoptic

conditions over the Great Lakes basin during LES (Chapter 2) and non-LES (Chapter 3)
situations. The results from Chapter 2 (Wiley and Mercer 2021a) broadly aligned with previous
research in that during LES events over the western Great Lakes, three large scale atmospheric
features were present including a synoptic low-pressure system (i.e., cyclone), an associated
upper-level low pressure anomaly located west of the surface cyclone centered near the Hudson
Bay, and a surface high-pressure system (i.e., anticyclone) located west of the lakes linked with
the polar air mass advected in the wake of the cyclones cold front (Ellis and Leathers 1996;
Suriano and Leathers 2017; Wiley and Mercer 2020; Wiley and Mercer 2021a). Among these
three features, the surface cyclone (Figure 4.1) appears to have the most influence over LES
development as its physical characteristics (primarily storm intensity) and storm track dictate the
surface wind profile which govern air parcel trajectories, the amount of cold air advection over
the lakes, and snow band morphology which has a major influence on LES severity and impacts
(Niziol 1987). Additionally, previous research has found that a key distinction separating
synoptic environments conducive to LES formation from those that are not was the physical
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characteristics (strength, position, etc.) of the synoptic low-pressure system (Wiley and Mercer
2020; Wiley and Mercer 2021a).
As the results of Chapter 3 (Wiley and Mercer 2021b) support, not all cyclones that
propagate over the Great Lakes during winter result in LES development. Among 70 total
clippers identified over the 11 meteorological winters in Chapter 3, only 19 were linked with
previously recorded LES events. This was one of the most important findings of Chapter 3 as it
suggests there are possible latent atmospheric and/or surface signal(s) that distinguishes certain
synoptic low-pressure systems from others regarding LES formation. The goal of this research is
to identify and evaluate the strength of these signal(s) and to correctly categorize LES from nonLES cyclones through the development of an objective machine learning-based classification
model.
Objective classification of atmospheric phenomena has been the subject of numerous
studies (Trafalis et al. 2005; Mercer et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2019; Wimmers et al.
2019). Recently, there has been an increasing trend in incorporating machine learning (ML)
techniques into classification models which has provided numerous benefits to the
meteorological community, including the development of automated warning generation
systems, image classification techniques, long-term climatology development, and extreme
precipitation forecasts (Liu et al. 2016; Herman and Schumacher 2018; Jergensen et al. 2020).
One example is Mercer et al. (2009), who developed a classification model using support vector
machines (SVMs) to discriminate between tornadic and non-tornadic severe weather outbreaks
using the WRF model initialized with synoptic-scale reanalysis data. Mercer et al. (2011)
expanded this work by incorporating kernel methods (kernel PCA (KPCA)) into the statistical
analysis and focused more on assessment of synoptic-scale structures associated with the two
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severe weather types. The SVM results associated with the KPCA were nearly identical to the
regular PCA results and occasionally performed worse depending on lead time. Nonetheless,
contingency statistics from both SVMs indicated that the classification model could clearly
distinguish between the two severe weather outbreak types.
More recently, Liu et al. (2016) developed deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
to detect three types of extreme atmospheric phenomena (tropical cyclones, atmospheric rivers,
and weather fronts) using data from various sources including climatological simulations and
reanalysis datasets. Based on event labeling from the Toolkit for Extreme Climate Analysis, their
models exhibited impressive results featuring hit rates ranging from ~90% (weather fronts and
atmospheric rivers) to 99% (tropical cyclones). Mercer and Grimes (2017) assessed the
predictability of rapid intensification of Atlantic tropical cyclones by utilizing a suite of different
machine learning methods including SVMs, multi-layer perceptrons, and random forests (RF) on
GFS-reforecast data. In total, 658 cases (52 of which were rapid intensification cases) were used
to train and test these models and Heidke skill scores (HSS) were used to optimize various
machine learning tuning parameters, while Brier skill scores (BSS) were used to evaluate overall
model performance. Results largely paralleled current operational performance with most models
yielding BSSs around 0.2. Bates et al. (2018) applied similar methods to discriminate between
lightning and non-lightning days using various atmospheric fields from the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) interim reanalysis (ERA-Interim) dataset to
develop each of the classification models. Logistic regression (LogR) outperformed other
classification techniques and featured a higher forecast ability than the underlying climatology
based on nine years of daily lightning flash counts from six locations across Australia.
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Liu et al. (2019) tested various machine learning methods, including SVMs, RFs, and a
deep neural network (DNN), to create an automated cloud classification model that differentiates
between precipitating and non-precipitating clouds as well as stratiform and cumulus clouds
using Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI) data over the southeast U.S. The DNN performed better
than other methods tested as indicated by higher critical success index (CSI) and probability of
detection (POD) values and was most accurate during normal precipitation situations. Jergensen
et al. (2020) compared five ML classification models (logistic regression, RFs, gradient-boosted
forests, and SVMs) to categorize three thunderstorm types (supercell, quasi-linear convective
system, or disorganized) based on reanalysis and NWP data. Gradient-boosted forests and SVMs
(linear kernel) outperformed the rest of the models tested with accuracies (as measured by hit
rate) of 0.77 ± 0.02 and 0.70 ± 0.02, respectively. Overall, these studies demonstrate the innate
capability of ML methods for classification of atmospheric phenomena across various spatial and
temporal scales.
The goal of this study is to identify LES producing and non-LES producing extratropical
cyclones through employing objective machine learning-based methods, analogous to previous
literature. As with Chapter 3, this work will focus on Alberta Clippers (hereafter referred to as
‘clippers’) due to their frequent passage over the Great Lakes basin. To the author’s knowledge,
this is the first research effort of its kind and the extent to which these two synoptic-scale
systems can be distinguished is unknown. Based on the results of Chapter 3, it is hypothesized
that the signal present within the clippers’ surface features will be most useful in discriminating
LES/non-LES environments. Given the novelty of this work, all models will be developed on
past cases and using reanalysis data in a quasi-diagnostic framework to assess discrimination
capability before developing a prognostic LES forecasting system. This work will provide a
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baseline from which prognostic research and applications can be developed, helping to improve
forecast products for these major weather events.

Figure 4.1

Composite NARR MSLP fields (mb) for four LES producing Alberta Clippers that
occurred over 2015-2018.

Note the surface dipole structure which has been previously linked with LES events off the Great
Lakes. Figure also encompasses the spatial domain used to extract NARR data which consists of
30,352 NARR grid points.
4.2
4.2.1

Methods
Data and Study Area
The development of an objective LES classification model required a base repository of

clippers from which to train and test the model. Chapter 3 (Wiley and Mercer 2021b) created
such a dataset utilizing NCEP reanalysis data (Saha et al. 2010) over 11 meteorological winters
(1997-1999, 2005-2014). Their methods were adapted from Thomas and Martin (2007) who
constructed an earlier clipper repository through manual cyclone tracking methods (see Thomas
and Martin 2007 and Chapter 3 for a full description of the criteria used in their respective
studies). The repository developed in Chapter 3 categorized each clipper identified as LES or
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non-LES associated based on a LES event dataset created by Wiley and Mercer (2020). The
clipper and LES repositories were cross referenced to assess the influence of clipper systems on
LES formation. Clippers were categorized as “LES producing” if the surface wind field over the
lake at the start of a LES event was primarily influenced by the associated clipper. These
methods led to 70 total clippers being identified and tracked over the 11 winters studied with 19
linked to LES events (as seen in Chapter 3).
To enhance the robustness of the classification models and ensure they were sufficiently
able to capture important spatial features of both classes (LES and non-LES), the LES
identification methods were implemented for four additional winters (2015-2018) to expand the
sample size of LES and non-LES cases. This resulted in 19 more clippers being identified and
tracked with four being linked to LES. Overall, 89 total clippers were used to develop and test
the classification models with 23 being LES associated and the remaining 66 being non-LES
associated.
As with the previous chapters, a robust reanalysis dataset was required as these data were
used to develop and test classification models and needed to cover the period of record for the
two repositories as well as accurately characterize the synoptic environments over the study area.
The North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) dataset (Mesinger et al. 2006) was selected
for this purpose as all cases from both repositories occurred within the period of record (19972014) and features spatial (32 km) and temporal (3-hr) resolutions proficient to effectively
represent large scale atmospheric conditions. Additionally, NARR data has also been utilized in
previous studies to represent synoptic-scale conditions associated with LES and most of the
clippers used in this study (Wiley and Mercer 2020; Wiley and Mercer 2021a; Wiley and Mercer
2021b).
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To keep consistent with the methods employed in previous chapters, the 41 base NARR
variables retained in Chapters 2 and 3 (Section 2.2.1) were also retained for this study over the
same spatial domain as Chapter 3 which extends from 130°W – 40°W and 25°N – 60°N (30,352
grid points) (Fig. 1). Data were extracted from two longitudinal points (75°W and 90°W) along
the clipper’s track, which were associated with areas that LES was most probable to form based
on the results of Chapter 3. The model development methods described below were done for
each of these longitudinal points (two separate models) to deduce if clipper setups for LES and
non-LES environments differentiate owing to a clipper’s spatial position. If features most
important for classifying LES/non-LES were dramatically different between these two
longitudinal points, this would offer insight into where synoptic environments associated with
LES events most contrast with their non-LES counterparts.
To reduce the large dimensionality of the training dataset (70 clippers x 30,352 grid
points x 41 variables x 2 timesteps) while still retaining important information about spatial
variability among the different clippers, NARR data were preprocessed using a T-mode principal
component analysis (PCA) (Wilks 2019). This approach transformed the gridded data for each
clipper into a much smaller number of principal components that contain linear combinations of
the original underlying fields. As with the previous chapters, NARR data were normalized to
standard anomalies before the PCA to scale different NARR fields that featured different
measures of center and spread. Resultant loadings (since PCA was done in T-mode) were used as
predictors for each of the classification models. It is important to note that when using this PCA
approach in a statistical modeling framework, the training sets in the cross-validation approach
should only be used to generate the PC loadings. Testing data should be projected onto the
existing training loading matrix to ensure a true testing mode of the methodology. As such, to
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emulate a true forecast, testing predictors input into the trained classification models were
calculated by solving the PCA equation for PC loadings based on the PC scores and original data
used to generate the training set of PC loadings.
4.2.2

Classification Models
The classification of LES from non-LES clippers was done using two types of machine

learning (ML) algorithms: logistic regression (LogR) and support vector machines (SVMs).
LogR (Mazany et al. 2002; Wilks 2009; Bates et al. 2018; Herman and Schumacher 2018) is a
generalized linear regression model that applies the logit function to fit the model to binary
predictands and produce probabilities and has been used in previous meteorological studies
(Billet et al. 1997; Beersma and Buishand 2004; Mercer et al. 2009; Wilks 2009; Bates et al.
2018). The logit function is defined as:
pi
) = b0 + b1 x1 + ⋯ + bn xn
ln (
1 − pi

(4.1)

where pi represents the predicted probability from the i-th set of predictors (x1, …, xn) (Wilks
2019). The left-hand side of equation 4.1 represents the natural logarithm of the probability for a
specific “yes” event to occur (e.g., a LES clipper). This model can easily be converted into a
binary classification model by using a probability threshold to classify the “yes” and “no” (e.g.,
LES and non-LES) categories. In this study, due to the imbalance of LES versus non-LES
associated clippers, a range of these cutoff thresholds (0.2, 0.258 [climatological likelihood of an
LES clipper], 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5) were tested to address the potential for under-forecasts of LES
owing to the rarer nature of these events based on climatology.
SVMs are another ML algorithm used for classification (Mercer et al. 2009; Shafer et al.
2010; Mercer et al. 2013; Liu 2019). SVMs define a decision hyperplane to distinguish linearly
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separable data. If input data are nonlinear, kernel functions are introduced to map the data into a
higher dimensional hyperspace where they are linearly separable. Kernel functions feature
various hyperparameter(s) that must be tuned through cross validation methods as optimal values
are unknown beforehand. For this study, three kernel functions were tested:
1.

2.

3.

Linear Kernel:
K(x, y) = x T y

(4.2)

K(x, y) = (x T y + 1)p

(4.3)

Polynomial Kernel:

Gaussian radial basis function kernel:
K(x, y) = exp (−γ‖x − y‖2 )

(4.4)

Similar to LogR, SVMs generate probabilistic output associated with the likelihood of a
LES versus non-LES clipper system. This output can be transformed into classes like what was
done with logistic regression (e.g., by employing a probability cutoff threshold). The same cutoff
thresholds for assigning classes were tested with the SVM configurations as well.
4.2.3

Cross Validation and Model Evaluation
The optimal configuration for the machine learning models (e.g., number of PCs and

SVM hyperparameters) are not known before development and must be found through tuning via
cross-validation. The tuning process consisted of retaining the 70 clippers identified in Chapter 3
for training and repeatedly running configurations of the machine learning models different
permutations PCs retained and hyperparameter values. Specifically for this study, a range of
seven (2-8) retained PC counts were tested and tuned for each classification model. Additionally,
five polynomial degrees (1-5), three RBF γ values (0.01, 0.05, and 0.1), and four cost functions
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(1, 10, 100, and 1000) were tuned for the SVMs (a total of eight kernel functions and four costs,
or 32 permutations for each PC count). Each model configuration was bootstrapped to run 1000
iterations of random samples of the training data such that 55 clippers (78.6%) were withheld for
training with the remaining 15 (21.4%) used for testing. This resulted in each model
configuration featuring runs over replicated random samples (1000 total) of the training data and
associated model performance statistics. Additionally, 11 sets of NARR fields preprocessed with
a PCA were used as predictors leading to 11 different versions of optimized configurations of
each model. These 11 feature sets are associated with the experiments tested for cluster
optimization in Chapter 3 (Table 3.2).
Brier skill scores (BSS) were chosen to evaluate skill of the different model
configurations through the cross-validation process. BSS is an extension of the Brier score (BS)
(Wilks 2019) which evaluates a classification model’s aptitude to accurately categorize classes
by incorporating probabilistic skill. That is, if a classification model successfully predicts a class
but features a probability just above the threshold used to assign different classes, that prediction
will feature a high BS because the confidence in that prediction was relatively low. BSS
incorporates prediction skill by including a baseline BS from climatology to compare the
forecast BS against such that higher BSSs represent an improved forecast over the underlying
climatology. For this study, a climatology of LES producing clippers from 15 meteorological
winters (1997-1999, 2005-2018) was used to calculate the BSS using the underlying probability
of a clipper being linked with LES (25.8%) which featured a BS of 0.17. For the 11 different
feature sets, all permutations of all numbers of PCs and model hyperparameters were assessed.
The model configuration that featured the highest bootstrapped median BSS was selected for
further testing.
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Once all model parameters were tuned, each optimized model configuration was trained
over the entire training dataset (i.e., all 70 clippers (78.6%)) and tested using the 2015-2018 data
(19 clippers (21.4%)). In addition to BSS, the overall model performance on the withheld
independent testing set was evaluated using contingency statistics defined by Wilks (2019).
These statistics are derived from a contingency table which comprehensibly summarize the
performance of a classification model. Four contingency statistics were utilized to evaluate
model performance:
1.

Hit Rate (HR): ratio of correctly identified ‘yes’ events to total number of ‘yes’
events

2.

Bias: ratio of ‘yes’ forecasts to ‘yes’ observations

3.

False Alarm Ratio (FAR): ratio of incorrect ‘yes’ forecasts (‘no’ observed) to total
number of ‘yes’ forecasts

4.

Heidke skill score (HSS): measure of forecast skill relative to random chance,
relaxing the assumption that the observed and predicted datasets have the same
underlying distribution.

For the purposes of this research, a LES clipper was defined as a ‘yes’ event and a nonLES clipper a ‘no’ event. For this study, this means that HRs will be associated with the number
of correctly identified LES clippers (perfect is 1), bias will reflect the model’s tendency to
forecast LES or non-LES clippers (1 represents an unbiased model), and the FAR will represent
the number of non-LES clippers the model incorrectly forecasted as being LES producing
(perfect is 0). These statistics were chosen because they emphasize the model’s ability to
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accurately predict LES clippers given the possible inherent bias towards non-LES clippers due to
the imbalanced nature of the clipper repository.
4.3
4.3.1

Results and Discussion
Logistic Regression
Initial results from cross validation indicated, with rare exceptions, substantial

dimensionality reduction for optimized LogR configurations as most models featured 2-3 PCs
based on median bootstrapped BSSs (Table 4.1). Interestingly, while certain configurations
outperformed others, optimal PC values were not statistically significant for all LogR
configurations based on bootstrapped confidence intervals (95%), indicating the results from
further testing likely would not have deviated significantly when using different numbers of PCs
(Figure 4.2). The most evident differences in forecast ability arose from the 11 experiments
performed using NARR fields used as predictors, as well as the two reference longitudes and
classification thresholds.
Synoptic surface features were the primary discriminatory factor between LES and nonLES systems for LogR based on various performance metrics (Table 4.1). Specifically,
experiments 3 (MSLP, 10-m winds, and 1000 mb T) and 4 (MSLP, 10-m winds, 1000 mb T, and
2-m q) featured the highest HSSs and BSSs amongst all experiments for both reference
longitudes. These results align with previous research that has emphasized the importance of
synoptic surface fields such as wind flow characteristics and presence of a MSLP dipole
structure during LES events (Wiley and Mercer 2020; Wiley and Mercer 2021a). Overall, LogR
demonstrated an apt ability to distinguish LES from non-LES systems as most models correctly
forecasted 17 out of 19 (89.4%) clippers featured in the testing dataset. FARs ranged from 0-0.25
while HRs hovered at 0.75, indicating one out of four testing dataset LES clippers were typically
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misclassified. However, positive BSS values (Table 4.1) indicated all LogR models had superior
forecast skill than the underlying climatology with an average BS of 0.10 compared to the
climatological BS of 0.16. The prognostic implications of this result are evident and highlight the
importance of synoptic fields for LES development and prediction.
LogR models performed exceptionally better when the clipper was at 75°W versus 90°W
(Table 4.1). For example, when using the 0.4 classification threshold, 75°W models featured a
higher average HR (0.70), HSS (0.57), and lower FAR (0.36) as well as a BSS (0.43) nearly
double of the 90°W models (0.25). This finding is not unexpected based on the generalization of
identifying LES clipper systems across the whole Great Lakes basin. At 75°W, clipper systems
are mostly east of the basin with their associated cold fronts transporting continental polar air in
its wake across the majority of the Great Lakes basin. At 90°W, a much smaller portion of this
polar airmass is over the Great Lakes basin, primarily confined to Lakes Michigan and Superior.
The absence of this airmass over the eastern lakes substantially reduces the probability of LES
occurring at that specific moment in the clippers track, thus decreasing the contrast between the
system being LES or non-LES associated.
Contingency statistics deviated based on the aforementioned probability cutoff
thresholds, with most models performing better (up to 41.6% increase in HSS) with thresholds of
0.3 and 0.4. These results highlight the sensitivity of classification models to an unbalanced/rare
event dataset. Bias generally leaned towards models forecasting non-LES systems (0.25-0.75)
when using the 0.5 threshold simply because they outnumbered LES systems nearly four to one.
LogR models that featured the best contingency statistics also featured the lowest amount of bias
(bias values near 1) supporting the decision to test different probabilistic cutoff thresholds.
Interestingly, the 0.3 threshold showcased LogR experiments (eight and ten) that featured
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exceptional forecast skill (Table 4.1) and included lower and mid-level features as predictors
(850 mb and 500 mb winds, heights, temperature, and specific humidity). Overall performance
slightly deteriorated when using the underlying LES climatology (0.258) due to a moderate
(15.9%) increase in bias. However, experiment 4 matched the performance of some of the 0.3
threshold models featuring a perfect HR (1) and relatively low FAR (0.33). Lastly, LogR
performance bottomed out for the 0.2 threshold due to the tremendous amount of bias (1.5-3)
towards forecasting LES systems. While HRs were perfect for almost every experiment, FARs
increased (0.5-0.67) as more non-LES clippers were misclassified as LES associated. The best
0.2 threshold models correctly classified 15 out of 19 (78.9%) clippers maximum with some of
the poorer performing models only classifying 11 (57.9%) clippers accurately (not shown).
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Figure 4.2

LogR BSS bootstrapped confidence intervals (95%) for experiment 1 (75°W).

Numbers along the x-axis are associated with the number of PCs retained for each configuration.
Note that no PC featured a statistically significant different BSS as every experiment’s median
BSS fell within the lower and upper confidence limit of the other experiments. This trend was
observed across all LogR configurations.
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Table 4.1

Subset of performance statistics for optimized LogR models

Longitude Experiment Threshold
Bias
HR
FAR
HSS
BSS
75°W
3
0.5
0.5
0.50
0.5
0
0.61
75°W
3
0.4
1
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.68
75°W
4
0.4
1
0.48
0.75
0.25
0.68
75°W
3
0.3
1
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.68
75°W
8
0.3
1.5
0.43
1
0.33
0.73
75°W
4
0.258
1.5
0.48
1
0.33
0.73
90°W
2
0.5
0.5
0.31
0.5
0
0.61
90°W
3
0.5
0.25
0.33
0.25
0
0.34
90°W
3
0.4
1
0.33
0.75
0.25
0.68
90°W
2
0.3
1.25
0.31
0.75
0.4
0.56
LogR configurations in this sample demonstrated the highest forecast skill based on the listed
evaluation metrics. Note the variation in contingency statistics as the classification threshold
changed. A majority of LogR were most skillful with thresholds of 0.4 and 0.3. It should also be
noted that none of the highest performing LogR configurations were associated with the 0.2
threshold.
4.3.2

Support Vector Machines
Optimal values for hyperparameters associated with each of the SVM algorithms in this

study were tuned via a bootstrapping method that evaluated a user-defined set of values and
calculated BSS to evaluate model performance. Analysis of bootstrapped confidence intervals
(95%) indicated that among all experiments and SVM algorithms, there was no hyperparameter
value or cost function that was statistically significantly different from the other values tested.
This trend was also observed for the optimal number of PCs to input into these models for each
experiment, similar to the LogR approach (Figure 4.3). Overall model performance was a
function of four primary factors: kernel function, experiment (i.e., predictors), classification
threshold, and longitude.
SVMs featuring linear and RBF kernels outperformed polynomial kernels. A majority of
linear and RBF SVMs accurately classified 16 (84.2%) to 17 (89.4%) of clippers as LES or nonLES associated. While a small subset of polynomial SVMs featured similar forecast skill, most
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misclassified one to two more clippers compared to linear and RBF kernels. What most
distinguished polynomial SVMs from the other two kernel functions was its poor performance in
accurately classifying LES-associated clippers specifically as HRs rarely exceeded 0.5 (Table
4.2). The only situations where polynomial SVMs correctly forecasted LES clippers were when
the FARs (>0.4) and bias (>1.5) were exceptionally high. This tradeoff was not observed with
the linear and RBF kernels that featured HRs ranging from 0.75-1 while maintaining relatively
low bias (1-1.5) and FARs that rarely exceeded 0.33. BSSs were also on average substantially
higher for linear (0.34) and RBF (0.31) SVMs compared to polynomial (0.20) SVMs signifying
superior probabilistic forecast skill.
Surface features including MSLP, 10-m winds, and 1000 mb T exhibited the highest
forecast skill when used as predictors for all optimized SVM configurations. It’s important to
note that no one single surface feature resulted in peak model performance, but rather this was
seen when combinations of these features (experiments 3 and 4) were used (Table 4.2). There
were rare instances where the inclusion of more features still displayed a good model
performance. For example, experiment seven (MSLP, 10-m winds, 1000 mb T, 2-m q, 500 mb
heights, and 500 mb winds) featured the third highest BSS (0.38) of all experiments for the RBF
kernel, featured a 0.75 HR (three of four LES clippers accurately classified), and relatively low
bias (1.25). Experiment 10 for the linear SVM shared almost identical performance with the
same HR (0.75) and bias (1.25), though the BSS was slightly lower (0.36). However, the
overwhelming majority of SVMs that exhibited the best BSSs and contingency statistics were
associated with experiments 3 and 4 which only included synoptic surface fields. These models
featured near (and sometimes perfect) HRs (0.75-1) while simultaneously not increasing
forecasts of false alarms (FARs ranged from 0.25-0.33).
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Contingency statistics for SVMs were sensitive to the classification threshold used to
distinguish LES and non-LES clippers. The 0.3 threshold appeared to be most appropriate for the
linear and RBF kernels, as was the case with logistic regression. Higher thresholds resulted in
underforecasting LES clippers (0.25-0.5 HRs) as innate bias (0.25-0.5) from the unbalanced
dataset favored non-LES clippers. The polynomial kernel did not feature an apparent ideal
threshold as the tradeoff between high-quality contingency statistics and model bias from the 0.3
and 0.4 threshold resulted in overall model performance being very similar (Table 4.2). As
observed with LogR, the 0.258 and 0.2 threshold resulted in too much bias towards LES clippers
and model performance consequentially degraded for all kernel functions (for example, FARs
ranged from 0.6-0.82). On the contrary, too much bias was emphasized toward non-LES clippers
when using the 0.5 threshold for all SVMs as HRs rarely surpassed 0.5 (only exception was
RBFs) and featured considerably lower (20%) HSSs.
Lastly, forecast skill was considerably higher for all kernel functions using clipper data
from 75°W (Table 4.2). BSSs indicated that the vast majority of SVMs struggled with producing
better forecast skill when using the testing dataset than the underlying climatology for 90°W.
Some configurations resulted in negative BSSs implying the use of a probabilistic forecast based
on the climatology of LES clippers would yield better performance metrics than those SVMs.
Only two configurations of the linear kernel (experiments 5 and 9 using 0.4 and 0.3 thresholds,
respectively) displayed satisfactory model performance. Experiment 5 featured a 0.75 HR while
featuring a completely unbiased model (bias = 1) and low FAR (0.25) while experiment 9 also
featured a 0.75 HR but exhibited a higher FAR (0.4) and slight bias (1.25).
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Figure 4.3

SVM (linear kernel) BSS bootstrapped confidence intervals (95%) for experiment
1 with equal cost function (10) (75°W).

Numbers along the x-axis are associated with the number of PCs retained for each configuration.
Note that no experiment featured a statistically significant different BSS as every experiment’s
median BSS fell within the lower and upper confidence limit of the other experiments. This trend
was observed for every configuration of every SVM kernel at 75°W and 90°W.
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Table 4.2

Subset of performance statistics for optimized SVM models.

Longitude Experiment Threshold Kernel

Cost
Bias HR FAR HSS BSS
function
75°W
3
0.5
Linear
100
0.5 0.5 0
0.61 0.41
75°W
6
0.4
Linear
100
0.75 0.5 0.33 0.47 0.42
75°W
11
0.3
Linear
100
1.5 1
0.33 0.73 0.38
75°W
3
0.5
Polynomial 1
0.5 0.5 0
0.61 0.38
75°W
9
0.4
Polynomial 10
1
0.75 0.25 0.68 0.17
75°W
3
0.3
Polynomial 1
0.75 0.5 0.33 0.48 0.38
75°W
3
0.5
RBF
100
0.5 0.5 0
0.61 0.40
75°W
3
0.4
RBF
100
0.75 0.5 0.33 0.47 0.40
75°W
4
0.3
RBF
100
1.5 1
0.33 0.73 0.38
90°W
5
0.4
Linear
1
1
0.75 0.25 0.68 0.18
90°W
3
0.3
Polynomial 1
0.75 0.5 0.33 0.48 0.15
90°W
4
0.4
RBF
10
0.75 0.5 0.33 0.48 0.19
Three of the highest performing kernel functions were selected for this sample based on the
listed evaluation metrics. The listed parameter values are associated with degree value for the
polynomial kernels, γ for the RBF kernel, and there were no parameter values associated with the
linear kernel. Note that none of the highest performing SVMs were associated with the 0.258 or
0.2 thresholds.
4.3.3

Discussion
LogR-based models generally outperformed all configurations of the SVMs during the

testing phase, insinuating that differences in the various atmospheric variables tested in each of
the classification models between LES and non-LES clippers were linearly separable (Table 4.3).
This result is further supported by the fact that SVMs using linear kernels generally exhibited
greater forecast skill compared to polynomial and RBF kernels (Table 4.3). This apparent linear
separability of synoptic LES and non-LES environments suggests that the magnitude of various
fields was a primary factor in differentiating these two systems. For example, 1000 mb
temperature was included in every model configuration that demonstrated an ample ability to
successfully classify these two systems. A composite analysis (Figure 4.4) shows that LES
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environments feature much lower temperatures over the Great Lakes basin compared to non-LES
environments.
Interestingly, one LES clipper (February 8, 2016) that was associated with LES off Lake
Michigan was associated with more misclassifications than all other clippers. During the testing
phase, for all optimized LogR and SVM configurations across all experiments using the 0.3 and
0.4 classification thresholds, there were 119 instances where LES clippers were misclassified. Of
those, 67 (56.3%) were associated with this specific clipper. An evaluation of the raw NARR
data indicated that this trend was likely attributed to the surface temperature profile as this
clipper featured higher 1000 mb temperatures than the other three clippers in the testing dataset
and more closely emulated the temperature field of the non-LES composite (Figure 4.5). Due to
lack of contrast from non-LES systems, poor model performance ensued signifying the influence
of 1000 mb temperature on forecast skill and linear separability of data based on magnitude (i.e.,
high vs. low 1000 mb temperatures for non-LES and LES clippers respectively). Analysis
revealed that lake surface conditions were able to generate a conducive LES environment despite
high surface temperatures as Lake Michigan surface temperatures were ~1°C above average
(GLERL) and ice concentrations were considerably (~50%) below average (Figure 4.6).
In addition to 1000 mb temperature, other influential predictors for the best performing
models included MSLP and 10-m winds. On average, LES clippers featured a central pressure 2
mb lower than non-LES clippers, echoing the results of Chapter 2 that stronger clippers are
associated with conducive LES environments. However, the most contrasting feature was the
anticyclone located in the clipper’s wake. For LES systems, the composite anticyclone was
substantially stronger (10 mb higher central pressure) than the non-LES composite. The resulting
heightened pressure gradient created the final primary differentiating field, the surface wind
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regime. The 10-m flow field over the Great Lakes basin was stronger (5 m/s) for LES clippers, a
well-documented characteristic of conducive LES environments due to its promotion of
heightened vertical energy fluxes (Hjelmfelt 1990; Laird and Kristovich 2002). An evident
characteristic of all these prominent model predictors was their confinement to low levels of the
troposphere. Only on rare occasions did the inclusion of NARR fields above 1000 mb yield
useful forecast skill in the testing phase (Tables 4.1 and 4.2). Even when this occurred, other
model configurations using surface predictors outperformed. This result parallels previous
research that showed LES as primarily a surface and boundary layer phenomenon with minimal
forcing present (or needed) from upper-levels (Sousounis 2003). While other studies, including
Chapters 2 and 3, have noted the slight impact upper-level forcing can have via lower dampening
of the available convective energy, the most predominant forcing mechanisms regarding LES
generation arise from surface and low-level processes. This result is echoed by the findings of
this work given predictors associated with peak model performance also were associated with
surface and low-level atmospheric fields.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.4

(d)

Composite mean sea-level pressure (MSLP) (mb) for non-LES (a) and LES (b)
clippers and composite temperature (°C; shaded) and 10-m wind (m s-1) fields for
non-LES (c) and LES (d) clippers.

(a)

Figure 4.5

(b)

1000 mb temperature (°C) for non-LES composite (a) and February 8th, 2016
clipper (b).
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Figure 4.6

Lake Michigan long term average ice concentration (1973-2015) compared to
2016 ice concentration.

Black circle displays 2016 ice concentration precisely when LES onset began associated with
February 8th, 2016 clipper that resulted in the most misclassifications in the testing dataset.
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Table 4.3

Contingency statistics of best performing configurations of LogR and SVMs.

Classification
Threshold

0.4

0.3
Percent Correct

LogR
SVM

89.5%
89.5%

89.5%
89.5%
HR

LogR
SVM

0.75
0.5

LogR
SVM

0.25
0

0.75
0.75
FAR
0.25
0.4
Bias

LogR
SVM

1
0.5

1
1.25
HSS

LogR
SVM

0.68
0.61

0.68
0.56

BSS
LogR
0.50
0.50
SVM
0.41
0.41
The LogR configuration consisted of retaining 3 PCs. The SVM consisted of using a linear
kernel while retaining 3 pcs and using a cost function of 100. Both models used NARR fields at
75°W associated with experiment 3 (MSLP, 10-m winds, 1000 mb T) as predictors.
4.4

Conclusions
The goal of this study was to determine the forecast skill of various ML classification

models in discriminating synoptic environments associated and disassociated with LES off the
Great Lakes. Previous research has identified two synoptic precursors linked with LES: a surface
cyclone/anticyclone couplet and an upper-level low pressure anomaly. Due to their high
influence on LES formation processes (Chapters 2 and 3), this study focused on the surface
cyclones as the primary discriminating feature. Specifically, this study employed classification
models to identify LES environments based on surface cyclone characteristics such as reference
longitude and mean sea level pressure. Due to their frequent passage over the Great Lakes basin,
this study focused on the Alberta Clipper storm track (Whittaker and Horn 1984; Mercer and
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Richman 2007). An imperative finding from Chapter 3 was the infrequency with which clippers
were associated with LES off the Great Lakes as 51 of the 70 total clippers identified and tracked
were not linked with any recorded LES event. Identifying the potential synoptic signals that
differentiate LES from non-LES cyclones is a research topic that has yet to be pursued
rigorously, potentially due to difficulties in acquiring LES and clipper datasets. Previous research
including Chapters 2 and 3 developed such repositories allowing for the development of an
objective classification model.
Two types of classification models, which have been utilized in previous research
(Mercer et al. 2009; Bates et al. 2020), were selected for this study: LogR and SVMs. These
models were initialized with synoptic-scale NARR data associated with the clipper repository
built in Chapter 3. Once initialized, these models evaluate the variability and potential
relationships between LES and non-LES data and categorize clippers based on these
relationships. However, before predictability could be evaluated, two model configurations
needed to be tuned as optimal values were unknown beforehand: the optimal set of predictors
and the individual model hyperparameters. Eleven sets of predictors associated with the 11
experiments from the PCA and CA methods in Chapter 3 were tested. Additionally, model
parameters including number of PCs to retain and SVM kernel hyperparameters needed to be
tuned as optimal values were unknown. These parameters were optimized through a bootstrap
cross validation process that consisted of randomly splitting the clipper repository 1000 times
such that 78.6% (55) of the clippers were used for training while using the remaining 21.4% (15)
for testing for each iteration. It is important to note that the breakdown of LES clippers to nonLES clippers was kept consistent throughout such that 15 LES clippers were always included in
the training dataset and four LES clippers in the testing dataset (consistent with overlying LES
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clipper climatology). Optimal model parameters were selected based on configurations that
resulted in the highest BSS, which assesses a model’s ability to accurately forecast an event
against the event’s underlying climatology. Once cross validated, each optimized model
configuration was tested with new clipper data (2015-2018) after being trained using the entire
clipper repository (1997-2014). Model performance was evaluated using various contingency
statistics in addition to BSS to give a more comprehensive analysis of each model’s forecast
skill. Because of the unbalanced nature of the dataset (23 LES clippers vs. 66 non-LES clippers),
the contingency statistics selected to evaluate performance highlighted the model’s ability to
successfully forecast LES clippers. Additionally, five classification thresholds were selected for
each model configuration to assess model sensitivity to the imbalance of LES and non-LES
clippers. Finally, these models were developed at two independent reference longitudes (75°W
and 90°W) in the clipper’s track. These were chosen as these locations corresponded to peak
LES production for LES-producing clippers, based on the results of Chapter 3.
Importantly, linear methods (LogR and linear SVM) generally surpassed more
sophisticated nonlinear kernel methods (polynomial and RBF SVMs), which suggested LES and
non-LES synoptic atmospheric data were linearly distinguishable without transformation into a
higher dimensional hyperspace. This relationship signifies that general magnitude of various
atmospheric fields contrasted considerably between LES and non-LES clippers. Performance
statistics (Tables 4.1 and 4.2) indicated these fields were primarily confined to the boundary
layer and predominantly consisted of temperature and wind fields. This result supports previous
work that has emphasized the importance of these low-level fields regarding LES formation and
morphology dynamics (Niziol 1987; Niziol et al. 1995; Kristovich et al. 2003; Veals and
Steenburgh 2015). Composites of associated NARR fields further support this result as near110

surface temperatures and 10-m winds substantially differed between LES and non-LES situations
(Figure 4.3). Additionally, these fields contrasted more drastically at 75°W than 90°W as every
classification model featured better contingency statistics and general forecast skill while the
clipper was positioned at 75°W.
This work provides a baseline for numerous future research efforts as overall model
performance suggests the synoptic environments of LES and non-LES differ enough to be
forecasted accurately. Future work will include experimenting with various types of input data
such as those from current operational numerical models in an effort to develop a pure
prognostic model. As this research was completely diagnostic, it is unknown if forecast skill
would change substantially if these models were fed output from prognostic numerical models at
various lead times. Given current operational models veer from the temporal and spatial
resolution of NARR data, forecast skill would likely change accordingly. However, the extent of
this change can only be disclosed through experimentation. Should model performance remain
constant or improve, these methods could be directly applied to aid local forecasters and
employed in climate model simulations in efforts to predict the long-term behavior of LES as
global temperatures continue to increase.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
5.1

Dissertation Summary
As mesoscale and local processes linked with LES off the North American Great Lakes

have been examined comprehensively and are becoming thoroughly understood (Wiggin 1950;
Rothrock 1969; Niziol 1987; Hjelmfelt 1990; Niziol et al. 1995; Laird and Kristovich 2003;
Minder et al. 2015; Kristovich et al. 2017; Villani et al. 2017), the goal of this dissertation was to
further knowledge on the synoptic environments associated with LES, an area of ongoing
research that has not received as much attention from the research community despite being a
critical aspect to LES development. This work consisted of three studies that utilized unique
research methods to achieve this goal, which included the development of synoptic climatologies
of LES (Chapter 2) and non-LES (Chapter 3) environments and assessing the separability of
these environments through the development of an objective machine learning based
classification model (Chapter 4).
Chapter 2 built upon work conducted by Wiley and Mercer (2020), which investigated
the synoptic environments conducive to LES off Lakes Erie and Ontario, by utilizing their
methods to generate a synoptic climatology of LES events off Lakes Michigan and Superior and
linking said conditions with the mesoscale environments via numerical simulations. However,
unlike Wiley and Mercer (2020), these two lakes featured separate climatologies as their
physiographic characteristics differed such that overlying atmospheric conditions conducive to
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LES for one lake did not necessarily equate to favorable LES conditions over the other. Four
synoptic setups for Lake Michigan and three for Lake Superior were uncovered whose primary
differences were discrepancies in a surface pressure dipole structure previously linked with Great
Lakes LES. These subtle synoptic-scale differences suggested that while overall LES impacts
were driven more by the mesoscale conditions for these lakes, synoptic-scale conditions still
provided important insight into the character of LES forcing mechanisms, primarily the steering
flow and air–lake thermodynamics.
As Wiley and Mercer (2020) and Chapter 2 provided an extensive overview of synoptic
environments favorable for LES development, the primary objective of Chapter 3 was to
examine these environments during non-LES situations to gain insight as to why only certain
large scale environments result in eventual LES production. This study focused on one of three
primary synoptic precursors associated with LES off the Great Lakes (surface cyclone) as
identified by previous research (including Chapter 3). Due to their frequent passage over the
Great Lakes basin, Chapter 3 solely investigated Alberta Clippers during non-LES situations. To
construct the climatology, a repository of Alberta Clippers was developed following the
methodology of Thomas and Martin (2007) over 11 meteorological winters as no such database
existed. The repository was then cross referenced with a previously developed LES repository
(Wiley and Mercer 2020; Wiley and Mercer 2021a) to identify clippers responsible for LES. In
total, 51 non-LES clippers were identified, tracked, and separated into three composite map types
that exhibited unique storm track and spatial characteristics. Additionally, permutation testing
revealed that lake surface conditions were not significantly (p ≤ 0.05) different between LES and
non-LES associated clippers, implying the main LES inhibition factors were meteorological.
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Finally, Chapter 4 links the work done in Chapters 2 and 3 by directly comparing these
environments by generating an objective classification model built to differentiate between LES
and non-LES associated clippers. Two methods, LogR and SVMs, were utilized in the distinction
of these synoptic environments at two reference longitudes (75°W and 90°W) linked with the
highest probability (spatially) that clippers would produce LES. 70 clippers identified in Chapter
3 were used to train the model and optimize hyperparameters associated with each of the
classification methods. Once optimized, these methods were tested with 19 clippers not featured
in the training phase to evaluate the prediction skill of each of the models comprehensively and
objectively. Overall, low-level atmospheric fields used to force the classifiers were linearly
separable between these LES/non-LES synoptic environments, indicating the overall magnitude
of these fields was a primary distinguishing factor. As such, methods that featured linear
methods (LogR and linear kernel SVM) outperformed non-linear methods (polynomial and RBF
kernel SVMs). Linear models generally predicted 75-100% of LES clippers and 89.5% of all
clippers accurately. Additionally, model performance at 75°W vastly surpassed 90°W indicating
important model predictors (low-level temperature and wind fields) contrasted most when
clippers were located over the eastern Great Lakes basin. Contingency statistics linked with the
best performing model configurations demonstrate the potential reliability of a LES synoptic
classifier and prognostics methods and applications should be pursued.
The scope of this dissertation was to further knowledge on the synoptic dynamics linked
with LES off the North American Great Lakes. The research conducted in this work revealed
several important aspects related to large scale environments during LES episodes. First, LES
forms under specific synoptic setups characterized by an upper-level trough centered north of the
Great Lakes basin and a surface dipole that generates flow regimes conducive to strong vertical
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energy fluxes off lake surfaces. The orientation of this dipole deviates depending on the
orientation and physiographical characteristics of the lake(s) LES originates from. Among these
large-scale features, the surface cyclone appears to be the predominant influencer over LES
formation as cyclones associated with LES and non-LES situations feature contrasting physical
characteristics. Given LES development is characterized by shallow convection, these features,
chiefly temperature and wind fields, are primarily confined to lower levels of the troposphere
typically not extending above the PBL.
5.2

Future Work
The work done in this dissertation sets the foundation for numerous future research

endeavors. Unfortunately, Lake Huron was excluded from this research due to a lack of data. The
LES repositories developed for constructing the synoptic climatologies originates from a U.S.
national database and does not extend into other regions of North America including Canada,
which is where LES off Lake Huron is solely observed. As such, to provide a fully
comprehensive examination of LES off the Great Lakes basin, the authors intend to explore
options for creating a similar LES repository for Lake Huron. Similar to Lakes Michigan and
Superior, LES off Lake Huron has received minimal attention from the research community
despite the fact that some areas of the lee shores receive greater than 250 cm of snowfall every
year (Environment Canada).
Moreover, the cyclone identification and tracking methods developed in Chapter 3 will
be utilized for similar research objectives focused on different cyclone tracks. Throughout
development of the clipper repository, it became evident that the preconceived notion that
clippers are solely responsible for severe LES events was a false notion. Visual preliminary
analysis displayed numerous instances of LES associated with cyclones following the ‘Colorado
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Low’ and ‘East Coast’ tracks (Whittaker and Horn 1984; Mercer and Richman 2007). Future
work will feature similar climatologies to Chapter 3 and compare the environmental
characteristics to analyze if certain storm tracks are more conducive to heavy LES and evaluate
possible links with certain storm tracks to LES off certain lakes.
Lastly, Chapter 4 provided an initial diagnosis of forecast skill for machine learning
driven classification models distinguishing synoptic LES from non-LES environments. This
research sets the baseline for several studies which will adjust and configure the methods utilized
in Chapter 4 for diagnostic and prognostic applications. The natural succeeding step to this work
will be to examine how model performance deviates when configured to be in pure forecast
mode without a testing dataset. This work will primarily feature initializing these models with
numerical weather prediction model datasets currently operational such as the North American
Mesoscale Model (NAM) and the Global Forecast System (GFS). Should model performance not
stagnate significantly, these methods could be applied to other numerical datasets including
climate model data which could provide insight into the short- and long-term trends of LES as
global atmospheric temperatures continue to increase. Further work should also examine the
addition/elimination of atmospheric and environmental variables as model predictors. The work
in Chapter 4 only considered base synoptic fields from the NARR and did not consider derived
variables or environmental fields such as lake surface temperature and ice concentration.
While this dissertation focused on the synoptic scale, it also contributes to a greater body
of work focused on diagnosing the complex dynamics associated with LES. This research
supplements previous work by analyzing LES environments that have not been previously
studied. The results of these three studies indicate that synoptic environments linked with LES
are specific and detectable, which has major implications for prognosing LES which is infamous
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among forecasters for its extreme difficulty (Niziol et al. 1995; Saslo and Greybush 2017).
Though recent advancements in computing power and numerical schemes have alleviated some
of these concerns, operational models continue to struggle with LES due to its mesoscale nature.
Knowledge of LES conducive large-scale environments offers potential aid to forecasters as
synoptic features parallel more to the spatial resolution of these models meaning certain
environments, such as those linked with LES, maybe more accurately simulated with greater lead
times.
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